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Night History

•

Arizona Meets Lobos Double Header Today
·~PRESS ~gg~~-WOW LOBO SPORTS First Game at 9:30,
Second Contest at 2 p.m.
3 way Bc T
,. .raek M
.ee't Here. T.0day_
Vol. XLIII-No. 52

W~LDC.A,T BASEBALL-Lool<ing pvor the U~iversity of Arizona
baseOfal i.-o~tel' one finda that the Lobos aren't the only school to have
a UlOl:O or Ie.ss llreen nine. The Wildcat
of
men includes only
one man who has had two }"Clll'S of v~rsity experience. He is Dick Creswen, the team captain. The. res.t of the squad includes six men with onQ
¥ear's experience nn4 ll playing their fh.'Bt yCllr of varsity ball.
Creswell is a ))llrd-ilitting outfielder who prepped at Mesa, Arizona
High, He bats nnd throws l'ight-handed 11;nd is 23 years o1d. He's one
of the main reasons the Wildcats have done so well this season oit
tlte diumond~ giving optJOBinJ: uitchers IJlm•ty of grief when at bat.
Another interesting note abo1.1t the Cats' diamond squad is that only
five men prepped at hig·h schools outside tlte state of Arizona. Coacl1
McKale has a gl'OUP of young bnll~players, most of them too young for
the draft, who should develop into a top-notch team with another year's
e..,:perience.
·
•
d
d bl tn t'
h 1 ·
1
Wilmer Harper, Al'lZOna 8 moat epen 11 e 8 r mg ur er IS on Y a
junj.Qr this year, having another year of eligibility next ye~~· ~f the
four other hurl~1·s 1 only one, Geot·ge Jordan, is a veteran varsi y payer.
The infield is composed almost cnth·ely of men playing their first year
of varsity bnsebalJ, Henry Stanton and Bud McBl'Yde being the onI Y
. two >'nfieldera with any varsity
experience.
•
,..
Wit.ll a galaxy of yoUng sturs like this, Artzona will \lndoubtedly have
one of the best teams in the Southwest next year.
Whether basebaU remains here on the University athletic calendar
depends to a groat degree on the interest the student body takes in the
sport, A great amount of enthusiasm was shown when a petition asking
the university to sponsor a team was circulated a few months back, but
th:\.t seems to be just EiO much jnk on paper.
Today is tJtc da.y for the student body to make its wishes Jmown. A
good attendance at today's game will mean that baseball will stay~ A
poor attendance will show that the students have about as much school
spirit as they nrc fumored to have-which is practically none.
KAPPAS VS. J(APP.A SIGS-The cuties ;from the Kappa house have
challenged the Kappa Sigs to a game ( ?) of basebnU a week ,fl·om to~
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W'ld
M•lnes,
I cats,
Lobos Vl'e at 2
Second Diamond Game
Set for This Afternoon
By Robe•t H. Reece
"

. The University of New Mexicp
will be a hot-bed of Border Conference competltion today with a base.ball game and a triangular track
and field meet scheduled for this
afteriiOon.
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Your local Arrow dealer has these oxfords in
white and solid colors. All Arro\\' shirts have the
trim "Mitoga" athletic lit. They're Sanforb:ed-Shrunk
(fabric shrinkage less than 1%). A couple of fins
will buy you a lot of smanness. Arrow ties $1-$1.50
-;-handkerchiefs 25c up.

Edward

PRESTON· ARNOLD
Produced and Direded &y Frank Uoyd

I

I

I

MOVIES ARE YOUR BEST ENTERTAINMENT

f

Crisp cotton you'll live in from
now on. A first call in any
summer wardrobe. Beautifully tailored ... gay designs.

MONDAY

FRIDAY

AGREAT STAR ••• AGREAT CAST
GREAT LOVE STORY!

-·

BETTE

at

DAVIS~BRENT

f

Oreat lie

522 W. Central

with MARY

Paramount News
POJ>EYE

ARROW SHIRTS

Pleluu

I
I
I!
,. I'
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For

ARROW SHIRTS
Largest and most complete stock in town
See them nt

MEYER 8 MEYER
THE MAN'S STORE
Corner Fourth nnd Central

Z4S7

I

1\.appn Sigs, tiring ot matcm·
lty ward avocations, ltu.ve se..
leet~XJ. ll ~1ew prpfessiou. S~ema
the footballers are p:facticing
trellis climbing, at 2 a. m.-nnd
into the fiery, glarjng eyca of
up-coming Chi Omegas.
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ACP
Gives
Paper
Highest
.
Z1m merman 'f-------re_e_t_s__re---=p=--__r_a_s Score ·in Recent History

Dr. J. F. Zimmerman, University president, today extended a
greeting to all h~gh school seniors,
through the mediUm of the annun.l
high school edition of the Lobo.
Dr. Zimmermnn emphasized the
willingness of the University to
help all students by counsel and
guidance, even though they do not
intenq to enroll here.
The complete text of his mes..
sage follows:
"It is my privilege and pleasure
throug~ th~ high school e~ition of
the Umvcrsity of New MeXICO Lobo,
to :ongratulate Y?U who are graduatmg from the high schools of our
state on the completi?n of a major
phase of your educatm.
. "The state has t.ak. e.n up to this
pom t , .th e rcs~o?SlbIt
1 1 .Y f or y~ur
?ducat10n, prov~dmg sk1~led ndnun ..
lstrators and highly tramed tea~hers for your elementary and h1gh
school training. Hereafter your educntion and your :future become, to
a ve~·Y. .large e.xtent, your own re~
sonstb1hty, It lS a pleasure to offer
to you the ;facilities of the Univercity of New Mexico, whose privilege
it is to provide facilities for the
higher ed?cation of the citizens of
Ne\v l\lcx1co. •
"I J~opcJ o~ courseJ tha: many of
you \~Jll dec1de to contm:uc your
schoolmg on our campus m Albu~
querque. But whether you do or
not, you may feel free to call upon
us for counsel nn.d guidance.
"Your requests for information
concerning your future plans £or
higher education will be answered
promptly.'~

Dr. Zimmerman's message is expected to reach approximately 6000
high school students aU over the
state, as copies of the Lobo will
be sent to every high school senior
in New Mexico.

Nat'lona I ( overage
IS Seen in Summer
•
• seIectlons
Sesslon
.
.
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utakc it easy'' Jack-a-daisirudc.

Surprised!

Publi·cation of the Associated Students of the University of New Mexico

Editorials1 News Writing1 Editing1 Style Makeup
And Features Awarded Most Points by Judges

A First Class,• or excellent, honor rating was awarded
this year's New Mexico Lobo by the Associated Collegiate
Press, which annually conducts a critical service for some 500
national
college newspapers, Editor Lewis Butler announced
Fewer than half of the students
this morning.
on Campus on NYA1 campus.pay~
According to the 1mint ayf;tem
roll, in the dining hall, Student
used by ACP, the Lobo received
Union buildi;ng and t.he library have
ibe bighcs* rating ever given the
1laper. This year's publicatio'L
Along with other material, Mrs. made application for next fan,
beat Just yeatt•::s by 145 tHiints,
Felipe Ch!lvez has presented the lip J. H. Feth, director o! student emWnfi l'lltl•d lS5 l'Oin.ts bcttl'r than
brary a copy of the newspaper ''El ployment, announced to the Lobo
lltc
1938-'39 l!dition. It has been
Gringo Y Greaser/' published in today.
adjudged unc honor chass higher
Manzano, Valencia County, New
It is necessary that all students
than the 1937·'38 Lobo,
Mexico, on January 16 1884. A who wish employment in the fall
~
Articles seleC!ted as the ten most
Scores received showed the Lobo
spirit of rivalry was even then pro~ re~enroll before the end of school,
1J
outstanding itt their respective ra.t.e d ·79r.~~ out 0 f, a poss1'bl.e 10"0
nounced among the towns of the Mr. Feth snid.
ATrEND SIG CELEBRATION-.Alumni officials and founders of
·
·
pomts. The scormg 18 based upon
tate
t d b th'
ef
Application fo1·ms are available
"fields are today on ncttve d1sp}ay news values and E.lou1·ces newswr1· t.
s
, as augges e
y IS r ·er- . n
St d'
d h ld b . the loca) Beta Xi chapter of the Sigma Chi fraternity are shown
t th U •
., I'b
•
ence ,·n the ,·ssue.·
m .1.\.o.;;~m 17, a 1um, an s. ou e .nbove grou(Jed around the stone monument which was dedicated last a
e mvers1~.-y 1 rary magazine ing and editing, headlines, typog"For Gawd's sake, you ;fellows of ~Ued ou~ as soon as p~sslble, It
\Yeek in commemoration of the organizatioit'$ 25th anniversary.
and periodical shelves, Miss Wilma raphy and makeup, department
the Albuquerque Journal and Santa IS essMentiFal tthhat all aplplltcantbs elon.
•
Shelton, librarian, announced to- pages and special features.
F R ,
l t
l'ttl t t•
tact r. 'e persona Y or y etEditing Is Best
te evtew, e up a I e oo mg t d .
th fi
k . A
day.
your own horn so much and help er u~mg , e rst.wec .m ugust
News writing and editing ob·
bl
M
b'l y
at which time assignment of jobs
The list is selected by literary tained the highest SCOl'ing, with
~~rse0 '~w::z:r~0 ;~:d1 :~ou~{, 0an:d for the fall will be made.
:~~~~~u';~:t :~~~:~:e~~~~~io~: headlines,typography and makeup
bad enough in all conscience; give
cals and pamphlet news and feature in second place. Excellent scores
our City a lift and let the people
James L. Elrod, junior in the
articles.
were awat·dcd the cditorjal column,
have a breathing speU and a little
College of Arts and Scitmees, and
style, feqturef., copyrcading and
honest tnlk. See "Solid Manzano"
a major in the department of gov·
Included in the Jist are E, proofreading, l1eudlincs and make.
and "A Few Facts" in our paper,
ernment and citizenship, has been
Staley's "1\fyths of the Continents," up.
Mrs. Eva L, Butler has nresenU:d
awarded the Rose Rudin Roosa
in foreign affairs; "What Shall
Departmental features, such ns
'!
· 1 awar d f or 1940~19 41 , Dr.
America Defend 1,, in the Yale Re- tl1c d"1rt co1umn, faculty interviews,
the library with a number,.of news~
.u emorm
•
• , ,
papers containing material on New
Thomas C. Donnelly, acting head of
view; uNaval Defense of America" editorial page features were rated
Mexico, including: The New York
the Department, announced today.
ami "British Democracy and llir. "very good."
Dail¥ Tl·ibune for May 21 1846
The nward is given each year to
The first horse show and rodeo Kennedy" in Harpers.
In judging the front page, the
and March 5, 1845; The Ne~v Lon~
Greatest attraction of the Uni- the upper c1assmRn or graduate in the Uisto1·y of the University of
Particularly interesting to rend- critical expert said it was •'a very
don Wecldy Chronicle for August versity to students is, according to student in the department of gov- New M:exico wi11 swing into the crs :following th¢ current trend of newsy looking page, with cuts add ..
7, 1845; The American 1\lesscngcr' a survey, the informality that pre- ernment and citizenship who has in- student activity picture Satu1·day news nrc: "Submarine in Action," ing pep to the layout." The sports
for November 1850· and the vails throughout all departments. dicated the most positive interest in a£ternoon.
"Bartimeus," and 41Price of De· page received favorable comment
People's Advoc~tc of
London l\Iany other reasons were found to the development of good citizcnsltip
Sponso1·cd by Boots nnd Saddles feat," in the At1nntie Monthly, and in that it was judged "consistently
Connecticut for November 24 1847' be dominant attributes of campus in the opinion of his professors.
the University riding club, the l'Ode~ ''Zero Hour,'' and J'New China,'' in good.'' Editoripls were commended
The Hbrnry is making an' eft'orl appeal. Second most popular reaElrod was born in East Vaughn will consist of exhibitions of roping, FOl·:unc.
.
as excellent in subject matter and
to secure and preserve newspapers, son fo,r, 11 liking the. !-lniversit:; and now resides in Clovis. His riding and jumping, Horses comE~ch mon.th n 15 t of ten out- bearing marked "eye appeal/' ,
diaries and other records that docu~ campus was the buJldmg 1u·cln~ father, J. II. Elrod.
peting in the show arc owned by standmg art.tcles !11 popular nn~
A criticism submitted by the
mcnt the history of tile state. In tecturc.
ranchers nea1· AlbUquerque.
bonll;1 nm?azmcs Will be fo.rwtl.rde.d judges was the fact that this paper
connection with the Fine Arts icsa
Tho question asked: ~'What do
Dr. J. F. Zimmerman, University to l~braries to feature m thetr is inclined to print unnecessary detival, the Library will display some you like best about the Univerpresident, will award the trophies l'eadmg room shelves.
tails in some news stol·ies, that a
maps, old newspapers, microfilms sity 'l" These persons answered:
:for excellence in each of the con~
few· cuts were blurred, and that
of newspapers and the microfilm
Don Hill: Info,mality of the
tests. The trophies, donated by AIsome stories were too long.
render 1\liss ,Vilma Shelton librnr- students.
buquerque business men, nrc now
Local Tie-Ins Good
inn, a~nounced today.
'
Wilnn Gillespie: Friendliness of Four University medical students on exhibit nt the Albuquerque Gas
,
One judge wrote on the scorethe students.
majoring in chemistry and biology and Electric company.
book that "local tie·ins with state
Evelyn Pankey: Informality of hav~ been accepted to as many
The rodeo and l1orse show will
and national news are good"-a
1
the professors.
ntC.d1cal schools over the country be hcld.f'rom 2 to 6 p.m •• Saturday 1
main criticism of last year's paper.
IC
range OIOT :Mickey 1\fcFndden: About three nnd ont:! senior bas accepted a posi· at Angel's ranch, one mile east of
"If the present style and policy
English courses I llave tnken.
lion with. a chemical concern, Dr. the Fairgrounds on Central avenue.
of the Lobo is maintained next
Helen Hayward: Variety of J, D. Clark, head of the chemistry Tickets nrc on sale by any member
year-with elimination of the few
students.
department, announced today.
of the riding club J'or 25 cents per
Thirteen large companies will! faults pointed out by the ACP-tbe
James Dyche: The Home Eco- 'Villiam Magenheimer has been person.
send representatives to the Univer- Lobo should obtain an All-American
It's a. good thing that there are nomics courses.
accepted at Buffalo 1\Iedical
slty this spring to interview grad.. ratiTnhg,':LBubtle; said. b
f AC
Virginia Shirley: Friendliness school. Cline Evans will attend St.
•
•
•
e o o JS a mem er o
p
no fish in the cam!JUS ponds or and informality of the students.
Louis Medical school.
Robert
u~b?g ec.onomtcs and bu~mess ad- and is judged along with student
Mickey Fabrizzio might try to set
Nanclu Blair: Informality in Buckey has been accepted by Mary~
m•m~trattOn students !or JOb~, Fred publications in 47 states, Hawaii
a new fish swallowing record. The all phases of campus activity.
land Medical college and Bergere
c..ICiel, placement bureau dtreetor, and the District of Columbia.
formerly brunette Fabrlzzio asBob Dykeman: Informality.
Kenney will go to Northwestern
smd today.
.
In addition to this crit"ical sumtounded the campus today when he
R T
B k tb 11
Medical school
Editing the lorffestedition of the
Several other large eompames IIUiry of the paper's editorial work,
appeared with his hnir altered to
ay anner: as e a ·
Frank Wehking, major in engi- Lobo published urls year is Eddie nls? have asked f~r questionnaires Business Manager Dick Bluestein
a sickly orange color.
neeting chemistry,. has accepted a Apodaca, n'lanng-:ng editor and cnn· Whlcl1 st~dents .wlll fill out when today reported that the paper had
Fabrizzio claims that the color
position with United States Gyp- didate for tlle 1941-'42 editorship. they regiSter With the department reached the best financial condition
sum, a concern 'with a number of
Bob Conway, advertising man· for en~p~oymcnt,
in years, with $1000 expected to
change is not due to any intended
alteration of the color of hair with
branches over the eountry,
agcr and business managership can~
This 18 the second year the Jll~ce- be marked on the black of the ledger
which Mother Nature supplied him,
didate, is acting business manager ment, bu,reau has been operatmg. when the books are closed in June.
but is due to the error of a soles
A. D. Pis to Fete
for the issue.
All 40- 41 graduates have been
girl who gave him hair dye instead
I
To be distributed among more placed, about 40 per cent of them
h h
h" I h
d d
n ependent Men
than 3000 hi~h schools throughout getting jobs being gain•d as a re0 f tThe 5 a:npoo w IC 1 e or ere •
ose 1n tlle know maintain,
In depend7nt men will be feted at New Me>..;co," this edition :is the suIt of con t nc t s ~a de bY th c. JlIacehowever, that Fal>rizzio purposely
Potential Dorothy Thompsons a dessert dm.ner hf members of largest Lobo page edition ever pub· me~t bureau: Fifteen .studc.nts are
died hts 11air in an effort to over~ and Raymond Clappers will find Alpha Dcltn P1 sorority 'Vednesdny,.lished. Inc:.uded .is the Fine Arts regtstered w1th 1\lr. KICl this.year.
take Claude Hempen in the cam1
rt 't • tl u .
from 6:30 until s~ao.
tabloid supplement..
Although I\Ir. Kiel has been
Six students wm receive Bachepus COl'llY style parade. Hempen a~p e oppo um .Y m te . mvcrgran.tcd a lea,ve of absence to work lor of Business Administration dehumiliated Fabrizzio l'ecently when 81 ty. camp~s ~Q dtsplay their arrny 1\Iass Production...
?n hJS doctors deg~ee, the.econom· grees this June. They are Robert
he (Hempen) appeared on tlle cam... of JOUrnnltst1C talents when they
ICS department \Vlll contmue t~e Harrington, Paul Kircher, Samuel
pus clothed in a. woman's riding descend on UNM next fall, Two
work. of the placement bureau, lt Melendrcs, A, Maurice Sanchez,
habit.
major collegiate publications mart~ 1'\4
was 'earned.
Harry Snow and Ruth Williams.
ned Qy students are published at the
This degree was instituted by
University,
the Department of Economics and
Thn Lobo is the o.fficial news·
Business Administration last year
pap•r of the Associated Students Madam
k r s n" I as t f
t d dd f
when one student, Ray Coffee, reof the University. Published semi: coc e pa 1: m • co o i~od e , o h s .o even money upon
ceived the degJ.·ee. The deparment
weekly, it is wl'it.ten solely by stU· Kappn Slgma fratermty, JUmped n ~~n~. ,••1!1g five pups.
also offers degrees in economics and
3 am 5 htter has been turned
dents under the supervision of the the gUn on campus progrtostieators
business administration separately.
An iuereasing number of ntonth Publicatio11S Board composed of and gave girth to a litter of five ~vcr to hth~ cara do£ uMi~~wL!e,
A special meeting of the English
Due to t.he increase of economics
ly additions to the rental 1ibrnry- both students and faculty members. early Saturday night! Madam was tradss~ wf 0th 1as rna efan ex ?DSI':e club lu~s been ca1led :for Friday at students there is n possibiHty o:f a
0 care 0 puppies ln 4 o'clock in the Student Union Bureau f Bu 'n
k"
• •
su Y 0
Re
b b '
0
have baen received by the Univm··
Underta mg newer rcspons1bd- slated to have her pups sometime propntation of this event.
b 'ld'
SI es.s
~ear?
ei~g'
sity library, Miss Wilma L. Shel.. ities in yearbook makeup by intro- durin the iirst we k f M
Crass has not et dec'ded u n UI I!tg l~unge :for tho purpose of set Up a~ the Umver$Jty. lf a. btll
ton, librnl•inn, annourtccd today.
. clueing ehromotone color pictures in
H!vard !'The Beea;' Cay. h d names for the ne\; nrriv~ls bufoit secUl'l.n~ signatures of ~embers on now pending in Congress 1S passed.
scveta1 prommcnt
·
th
til
•
~
Th
M'
nnu
1
rnss the
a is eA1Jected one of them •will be a pebt1on
from Tthe
au ors are _mr ,1-'ngcs,
e
Irage, a
n been busy :tol.' weeks preparing
t' 11 for
d • rtchnrter
f s·
incl~ded in the list. Current topics Y?arbook of the Un.iversity, has as Knppa Sig maternity ward £or nanted Blackia in honor or their ~~l:nnE~e~isfiu~o:::a~ ~~~! au
dommnte the new groups of books. mm the presentation of an nc- Mndam's progeny but when the sire Ctnss liad only one comment
Th• bg .
t?'
. 11Y·b~
Among tl10 1'IS t nrc B erne1mans
, curn te r ecord 0 f th c. prog re ss and eventful hour arrived
' Madam f '1 d to make
'
e
today upon the: care of the f 11 ad usmess
t 5 1 1 mee
k bmg WI
0
11 Thc
Donkey Inside,'' Brittain's nchicvcntent of each school year.
to iakc ndvnntnge of the ineff~·:s puppies.
olwkeb aH olcDoc. Y a tea unkd
"E I d' H
II Sl
t
jjl
"'h
bl' r
Il
[\ ta
y nze relS; 1-enown boo
~g un , s
our1. , 1crmnn s ,
:.L esc pu u:a. IOns arc at pres- prepated for her by Crass and re·
He said, 0 They ought to be hardy birtdel', Miss Dreis, who was the
Honoring four recc.ntly selected
~ehove tn l A.m,~r1en, Eberhart s ent tlnf .o~ly maJor organs ~£ stu- tired to tile dirty •sheets o£ Rojaz enough. They were born in a lmrdy I first to finish a fully.bound ahd de- members, Sigma Tau, national lton•
•
Speak.No,Evtl 1
dent op~mon an~ endeayor m th.e Ashton's bed to brmg her- offspring environment, but there is one thing si ned copy of Walt 'Vhitman1s ornry engineering fraternity, will
Vnrd1s F1slu~r's 11 C1ty of Illusion," University. A magnztne, semt- into the world
that I w'U • 'st
d t1 t "Lg
f G
" ·
·t t d
p
• , "I( bl
u s dl' ,5
thl • • h
•
f
•
1 ms1
upon, an
1a
eaves o rass, 1s now s1 un c hold a dinner dance nt Cnsa Manana
11
oncms
n
o~na1
"
a
I.or
mon
y,
IS
In
t
e
offmg
or
~
Although
l\fadam
crossed
ttp
is
that
they
will
not
he
disturbed
by
in
Santa
Fe.
Friday evening,
11
F~nn~ b~ Gnshght, Tarkmg;, those student~ who would oon~r1b- those betting on the date of arrival "H'og Faee•~ McCat-tney. I don't be..
Follo\Ving the talk, which is a
Engineers who hnve attained the
tons HerJtogc of Hatcher· Ide, ute shorl: stortes, poems and article~ of he1• brood, she was consi~tent in lieve that they .nrc equal to the feature of the l.Nne Arts Fest' val honor and who will be initiated are
Whippte•s j;Thc Giant, Joshua" nnd ?f student interest for studcmt rent1• the number o£ pups predicted. Odds shock of seeing that u at this Julia Fritz and Ruth Loone
Drace Kutkewsk;y, Albert Watson,
Al'lustrong's "Man Wit11 No Fa~e." 1i1g,
printed in the lr~.st issue of the Lobo thne,u
g Y
serve tea.
Y
Bob Simpers and Howtt.i'd Redricks.

Offers Fac1ht1es1
Library Receives
( 0II ege Information Old Newspapers
To High School Grads

I!

Raise your hand

VoL. XLIII

N~W M~XICO LOBO

Education Responsibility !students Desiring
Belongs. . . to Students Now
Fall Employment
·
Must Apply Soon

IT'S ARROW'S popular university oxford shirt
with the roll front button-down collar which
transcends all other shirts in acquiring that casual

Roberl

I

!

.ITTAKES AWOMAN'S WILES·
TO TAKE THE WILD WEST!

,V.

Cartoon
&News

I
~

I

1

l

THEY HAVE JUST ARRIVED!

,·'

~

+,-.. . "' ·-·-..-·-·-·--j

L
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l
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Old man w~ather gave basebaUI':';:==========:::;
fans a double helping of baseball
today ns Friday's sch~duled enw
counter between. the Wildcats Of
Tick~ts for the rodeo and
Arizona U and the New Mexico
horse show sponsored by the
Lobos was ca1led off because o{ inBoots and Saddle club, to be
clement weather. The two teams
held Saturday, May 3, are
WEEKLY SPORTS CALENDAR
will make up the postponed game
now on sale, and may be ob..
with two games scheduled for totained from nny member of
Saturday1 April 2G-Tl·iangular Track and field Meet; Arizona
day. The two nines .will tie up
the club. The price of ndmis ..
'Unive1•sity, Texas Mine~, University of ~ew Mexicoj UNM.
fh·st at 9:30 this mQrning and will
sion is 25 cents per person.
. stadium, 2 o'clock~
.
retul'n to the diamond at 2 :p. ·m.
The rodeO will consist of
Saturday, April 26-Border Conference baseball; Arizona Unito resume hostilities. Both games
profession'al dem()nStrartious
versity vs.· University of New Mexico; 2 o'clock UNM dinare; scheduled for the full nine inof steer roping and bronco
mond.
ning route. The sight of the games
riding, as well us show riding
Monday, April 28-Intmmura.l Softball; ·Faculty ys, Independis dependent upon the condition of
by members of the club.
ents; 4 o'clock, Y softbalffield.
Tingley Field, lf: the downtown
Marta Hulick will participate
:fi ld ·
fit f
1
1 f
Tuesday, April 29-Intramural Softball; Kappa Sigma vs, Pi
y:ste:~:;, ra~~ ~l:~ ':n~ ~~ 5~.:n~~ in the steer roping.
An;y person may enter a
Kappa Alpha; 4 o'clock, Y softball field.
fen•ed to the University diamond,
horse
in the show, as long as
Wednesday, April 30-Intramural Softball; Sigma Chi vs. Kappa
' ,Puncby Joe" Behl, veteran
it is shown by a University
Alpha; 4 o'cloclt, Y softball field.
student. Entrance fee is 25
Lobo
hurler
and Wnmer
Thursday, May 1-Intramul.'al Softball; Pi Kappa Alpha vs.
Arizona
right~bander,
wiUHarper,
match
cents.
1
Faculty; 4 o clock, Y softball field.
pitches in the morning fray with
Stanley Frogge of the Lobos and
Adolph Matulis slated to be the to c.over, will start the .games at
1
rival slabmen in the afternoon short. Other probable Lobo start..
game.
ers will be Gustovich, catcher; Hen_ _ by EIJen Batchelor--Coaches" Johnny Dolzadelli and ley, ihst base; Manda, third base,
•
Bob Dobell will place a renovated with Bierne and Seery in the outThe tennis tourney is '"ell
under
I
''
Lobo nine on the diamond in an field,
way with the .first and second
effort to obtain the maximum
Coe.ch McKale1s Wildcats will be
rounds of the singles to :Oe com- •
power from their small squad. Bud spanked by tlie big bat of captain
pleted today. The first round of the
Th . t
b 11
Brown has been moved from second Di~k Creswell, and the strong right
1
doubles will also be completed.
. e ~~ r~mura soft a toumey base to replace I'Walloperu Duran arm of Wilmer J;Iarper.
Will begm tts last week next Mo;t~ in the outfield. Ray Tanner has been.
···--· M~---The archery tourney will take wday with the Pikes and the Fac~ 1shifted from short stop to fill
place Aplil 31 at 4:80 under the
1
Junior Columbia round system • , • ulty deadlocked for first place hon· I Brown's vacated keystone sack po- ' HENRY BARSANTJ j
Today is the acadlinc for archers to OI'S. Both teams have won three 1sition. Jimmy Mntsu, who is I
·1
·
counted upon for relief hm:ling in
Tailor
sign up i~ the girls locker room. games Wit tout suffenng a defeat! the event that the big bats of the j
Players wtll have to have a one
d
t d t
ttl th t'tl
1
1
.
.
, .
an are expec e o se e e 1 e Arizonans drive Behl and F1·ogge 1 Where All the Students
pomt avetage in order tQ be ehglble between themselves when they meet - - - - ~---··--·- - ·
Get Their
to participate. Non~members of
t Th d
----·---~,--archery classes must pay a 25c fee, nex
urs ay'
ALTERATIONS
_._
The Kappa Sigs, last year's
VAL LI AN T
h
f '1
)'
The baseball tourney will start c amps, at ed to >ve up to prePRINTING CO.
MaY 5 and run through to May 10. tourney expectations for another
•
309 W. Central
championship and are tied tor secPri"nters
BI"nders
I
·
]
ond place with the Independents.
I
Lobos' only returning Jettennan, is
The Sig Eps pulled the upset of ~~-;;;;;;~;;~;;~~~;;~~+~-;;;~·-~·-;;;
;-;;·;;-;·;-;;;·;;;·;;;~
expected to make a good showing in
his specialty, the 880 yd. dash.
the tourney Wednesday when they
Bob Groman will iake to the defeated the over-confident Kappa
hurdles and then go over to the Sigs 14-12. Behind the better than
YOUR ARROW SHffiT HEADQUARTERS
field where he will compete in the usual pitching of Rhodes, the Sig
Eps managed to keep the big bats
high jump. Groman has scaled
of the pink shanty boys in tow and
6 feet and should gi\·e the oppos·
ing crewe an interesting nfter- came from behind to win their sec~
noon in this event. Server will ond game of the tourney:
also enter the broad jump, while
Of the two leaders, the Faculty
Arnold Loken is extlected to place are considered to have the inside
in the pole vault.
track on the coveted title. Lange,
309 West Central
Th T
u·
d .
Anthropology fellow, is one of the
e exas _.~.,.~.mes .squa IS. more best hurlers in the tourney and is
or less of an unknown quantity as expected to hold the highly-touted
yet, placing last in a three-way ·
· ·
to a mmimum.
mee t Wl"th Tempe an d Flagstaff a P1kes down
.
week ago. The Muckets should be
Standmgs of the tourney to date
able to bold up their end of the are:
meet, however, without too much Team
'Von Lost Pet.
trouble
Faculty
, 3
o 1,000
Bord~r Conference fans wi11 be Pl Kappa Alpha 3
0
1.000
able to get a pretty good line on Kappa Sigma
2
2
.500
the track _prospects of the various Independents
1
1
.600
schools after the meet today.' The Sigma Phi Epsilon 2
3
.400
Border Conference track and field Kappa Alpha
0
1
.000
meet will be held in Tucson, May 10, Sigma Chi
0
4
.000

KAPPA SIGS LAST
I M PLAY BEG'I NS
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Fri!l\\Y, April 25, 1941

Albuquerque, New Mexico

The baseball tilt will be the :second of a series of four scheduled
between the Wildcats of Arizona
and the Lobos, The other two
games will be played in Tucson,
May 9 and 10.
Tom Gibbins, Wildcat· track
·
cone hr Wl'11 Pl't a t 1ens t 20 men
against the Texas Mines and Lobos
in the track meet this afternoon at
2 o'clock ~n n desperate ?ffort ~o
prove the1r strength agamst th1s
year in the Border Conference.
The "Wildcats, who showed
morrow on the baseball diamond at 10 a. m.
th
1
Tho Big House Beauties sunk the Sigs last week 20-3 and claim to be
etnse ves to be tlte class of the
able to defend their championship against the pink .shnnty boys. The conference again this year when
Kappas will draw up and play nccordinP' to their own rules, thus instill- they competed in the Southwestern Relay Carnival at El Paso a
ing in the minds of the Kappa Sigs some doubt as to whether to accept.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - few weeks ago, are heavy favor~ -··_,_,_.,_,,_.,_,_,._,_.,_,_+ lites tD repeat again this year, altJ
h th ·
ad . 't tnd
toug
elr squ ISn ra
as
good as last years.
According to reports from Tucson
•
the Cats will have their strongest
"THE PAINT 'lASTERS"
performers in the distnnce races,
'
"
weights, hurdles, the h1'gh J"ump and
•
the pole vault, running weakly in
See Our Large Stock of Artist Supp I1es
the sprints and middle distances. .
Bob Henderson holds the Border
Phone 6754~6765
620 ,V, Central
Conference title in the IJOle vault,
I!
topping 13 feet 5\4 inches. Gene
Opposite. the Masonic Temple
Bush, Cat miler and two mile runI
1 ner on occas1on,
·
b
as cut down the
· t•
·
·
+~-··-··-··---·__,..,-··-•-_+
ex1s mg umvers1ty record at Tuc1To;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;...;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;• son in the mHe with a mark of
4:27.4.
Cal'l Williams, co-captain of the
Arizona squad with Henderson, sets
a :fast pace in the high hurdles at
14.91 while his teammate, Bill RitIn Ancient Casa de Armijo
tor, is good f"or 15.1 in the same
OLD TOWN PLAZA
t W
•k H
h
DtwlC
ayes, a sop o~
even •
more, has
. tossed, the shot over 45
~eet £or t~e Cats best performance
Serving the Finest in Mexican and American
m the ~eights..
.Agamst th•s g~laxy. of .sta~t
Meals-In Our Colorful Spanish Dining Room
Conch Blanco Wh>le will p1t h1s
small squad of about 12 men, with
the hop~ that tltey can sneak out
a few ~omts h~re and there.
~ ChShowmg th~Ir col~rs for the
, erry and Sd~er thi~ afternoon
EXPERT SHOE REPAffiiNG AND DYEING • w11l be Reese. Hlll runnmg the 100
and 220 yd. dashes. Server, Stamm, 1;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=====;;;
and Caton will be I'esponsible for 11
BRING US YOUR FINE WORK
the 440, while Bill Boswell, the
THRU
STARTING
WE ARE PARTICULAR TOO
TUESDAY
FRIDAY
Ask the magic ROCK·OLA
for your favorite recording,
LONDON HAT WORKS
A selection of 3,000 records
to choose from
204
Central
Phone 2554
1
GIOMI BROS.
216 N. 3rd. --- ---Phone 600
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Rodeo Tickets on Sale
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Lacldng in etiquette, n Sjg Ep
S~nday tasted !tis first bit o~ con·
somme. Unable to di.stinguish
soup from eoff~e, he calmly ad~ed
lumps of sugar and proceeded to
dunk-much to the chagrin of
his distinguished broth,ers~

The Umvers1tY summer sesston,
when it begins next June 17, will
have an influx of prominent pro·
fessors from all over the nation.
Covering man'U'o1 fields, th!! visiting
professors have been chosen from
a wide coverage of higher educational institutions
Among visitin.g will be: 11. L.
Ballenger1 Ph. D., State University Qf Iowa; Juan R. Cnste11ano,
Ph. D., University of Madrid;
Dorothy Duckworth M.
State
University o:( Iowa1; James Hou..
loose, M.D., Rusll Medical School,
Uttivcr.sity of Chicago; Mu.-rqucritc
IS11acson, B.B. A University ~f
Colorndo; Mrsj Ann B~ Jones Micha
ignn State No>·mnl Univer~ity of
Michigan
'
· Willis
Knapp, Ph.D., University of ChicngoJ 'V J Klop_p Utti't
> S
1' '
.; •
versi y C.t
out tern Cnh.~.ormn;
Nina B. Lamkin, M. A., Columbia
Univcrsty; J. Buren • Luncum,
T.l mv
' ers1't".s of South ern Cal't
·
I ornm;
J, Lloy.d Mc.chnm, Ph, D., University
of Cahfomm, Berkeley; J. E. Rus..
Un'v
't • L n Verne
Sell , .1:T~f•rvat•d
u
1 ers1 Y,
Schatz, Colorado Stn.te College o£
~ducntion
·
•
sit Spence Shnnn?n, •M. A., Umv~ry o.f New Mex1co, Carl-!~· Sl~mnor, Ph. D., Stanford Universtty;
A1'rio1d ':Pilden Ph D u • r 51't f
,
•, .''
mve Yo
1'
Southetn Cnhfo~nm, ~tLry Wn~son,
~·A., New Mex1c.o Not mal Umvcrstt~t,_ and 0. 'VIcke.;.·, Ph. D., UniVet~nty of Pittsburgh.
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: 10 Most Outstanding

Articles Are Featured
In Library. This Month

F'IrSt uNM Horseshow
T0 Be ,In FuII sWing
.

JAM fiS ElROD RE(EIVES
,40·'41 MEMORIAl AWARD

(am pUS Informality
1s Greatest Attri bute
0f Univerity StudentS

SatUrday Aftern00n

Boots and Saddles (lub
W11J Sponsor Exh1b1t10n

New

!

five Chemistry Students
Plan for Future Work

s• k/Y 0

13 Large CompanieS

T0 sen d Interviewers
T0 BUSiness
, Students

c

Chosen as 1-lat"r Dye
--Sales Gir/ Error

APODACA AND CONWAY
ARE HEADS THIS ISSSUE

Student Publ'lcatl'ons
Offer· OppOftUn 1't1'es
T0' Dl'sp Iay TaIents

a

SIX STUDENTS RE<EIVE
BUSINESS DEGREES

I
I

vappa

G

New RentaIAdd"t•
I IOns
Are Popular Ed it ions

s,·g Spant·ef Jumps Gun,·

ives Birth to !=ive Unknowns N'atl'onal Affl'll'atl'on
Goa I 0f Eng I'IS h (I ub

Four Members Will Be
Initiated by Sigma Tau

\vnl
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Page Two

NEW MEXICO LOBO

MUCH ADO
!....._ _

By Paul Kircher·---'

Why do you want to coma to col..
lege anyhow? You 1nny say to
yoUl'Self that jtts to learn engineeror to get a

I~~--~~:~~:~;~~i;d~;eg·rce,
sim-

You believe
such thing,
help you get
job, and raise
llOCif1l stnnd~

'

of us felt
same way,
\---~=•·-''~when
we came
Paul Kircher here, but, lookingback, it doesn't
seem .so simple, Our profeaaora
always shess the fact that their
courses will not teach us how to

make a lot of money, TJtough engi~
neers are an exception in thnt they
usually have jobs waiting for them,
only a small :percentage of them
graduate, and even when they are
hired the companies often start
~hem on another training Jll'ogram,

Tlten why come to coUege--to
raise your social standing? Many
a college graduate is a bum. Period.
Looking back, most of us would
admit that the reason we came to
college was because we had :finished
high school and our families
thought \Va lYere too young to retire. So they sent us to the university, where a lot of us retired anyhow~

'

I"'

We do learn thing$. You should
leave home to go tD eD11ege, for
one of the things we learn is how
to talre care of ourselves. Leaving
homA kills all those 1'baby" influences: mama's too tender care,
head-_pattings from folks who knew
you in curls, etc.
But it's tougb, too. There's a
perennial jolre about how broke a
co11ege student always is. It's a
jokC be~ause we have the guts to
laugh at it, actually it's not much
fun. And we'1·e not broke because
we .squander money; yoU'll learn
that it is a very expensive matter
just to keep alive, to eat and sleep.
Then, you'll di.l'icover what social
structure is, because you stiiJ have
to force yourself into a new set-up.
It takes time to learn the ropes.
YoW' first friends won't last. Your
first year's income wm be low, till
you find a place on the gravy train.
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Joining the right fraternity or
sorority may help, but be sure it's
the right one. You'll Jearn how
important a decision can be, because
a wrong choice will hurt more than
it helps, and you only get one
chance. Or, you might do better as
an Independent, many do.
You may Jearn something new
about women. At least, college girls
arc different, and interesting, but if,
after four years, you claim you can
understand them-either you're
lying or you haven"t met them aU.
You will learn how hard it is to
get lessons prepared when a teacher
isn't collecting homework every
day. You'll learn how easy it is to
make good resolutions about study..
ing, and break them, You'll ].Jrob·
ably :find that you aren't quite as
smart as you thought you were;
competition is keener because the
dumb ones never get this far.
You'll discover that uyes-men"
and "teacherfs pets" (here we call
them appleapolishers J are despised
in this wor1d wherever you go.
You'll find that raising hell is a
rneans of relieving the strain after
work, not an end in itself; the
drunks don't last.
You'll discover that, in spite of
your contempt for Shakespeare, the
old boy could really write; that
your stuff stinks and people aren't.
afraid to tell you so. That goes for
other great names in literature,
and, in a different sense, science
too.
You'll learn that :fellows from
of,her states are pl'etty ,_swe11, and,
if you want to be popular with
them, not to boast about your home
town too much.
Finally, there are the text-bobks,
and classes. You might learn
something from them, too, although
when you get your first "nine
week's grades" you may be inclined
to doubt i.t

Softball Pitcher
Wanted by Director
Cecil Ledfordj dil'ector of Independent men intramural activities,
today issued a eeil for a softball
pitcher.
Thou~:h many attempts have
been made to contact players to
join the Independent softball team,
Ledford said that as yet ho student
capable of assuming the position on
the mound has been found.
1ndependent men interested are
askejl to contoct Ledford atYatoka.

Tuesday, April 29, 1941
Tuesday, April 29, 1941

We Greet You Seniors

Soil Conversation Service Victorious OverTough Wildcats

and 'the LOVE !jyn~icate
L b · Drop Game to p·repsters
. . . . . . . .;..; .;. . . . . . . . . . . ;;...By;.:. . ;;.CAMELIA
. .; .,;.;;;;..................
~., .............................. ~..........~...................... _ o os

To the hundreds of graduating New Mexico high
school seniors, this edition is most heartily dedicated,
We have sincerely tried to picture as factually as possible the Jntellect]lal f!nd social life of the average
University student.

1'Bop" Jamison :fo1• her frie;ndHello, Dearies:
.
.
.
Just back from a Vlctory over
Well 1 that censored spot in 1.
J 1
.
· The Umver~ltY of New Mex1co
•
S CS Iast week WRS· JUSt
what our mess. • 1• • o mny
• Lew1s because is anxious to cooperate with all the the terrible Tuc•on Wildcats, the
't ·
d d t owac
k th emJhe can M
P ay the p)ano
. t' wr1e1·sneee
dn·
. so well,
· ...
· high schools jn the state' The stu- IIilltoppers felt in very g~od spil;'· ,s heen np l'eason ,,..ot• tl1e · ames atsu for
h1s
athletic
abJl.
dent body aids this
by its but they didn't look it.
Up . Th e1·e
"1
· movement
·
dh·ty crack.s we've been taking at Ity. • •.' Jane J.' oorehetJd because publishing this issue of the New -------~
campus celebrities.
.
she's different, • .. John Mol·~an Mexico Lobo and appropri!ltely
!Ve've h a d no I'dea of th e f ar- M
because
he coopel·ates .... Marilyn calling it the High School edition.
.
:f
h
· t
1 't
'
l'eaching
effects of the ~a-called or:row or er:· quie popu 6 ~ 1 ':Y~
Even the R;thletic deplu·tment is
Expert
"choice mor$els" that have· seen • .. ~ate Patland because h~'s such in. a cooperati~e mood as '!as
printet·s' ink. So, we've decided to a cald. • • • Joa~na .Penfield ;not evmced by the ttmely presentation
SHOE SERVICE
1'efo1·m-for one isslle at leas~and only b~caus~ ~h~ 6 _ mce, but also of a baseball game to the Albuquer~
25 Years Factory Experience
pour o~t our heartS to tell you about looks hke Vll'gmm Bl'uce, · · ·
que Bulldogs yesterday by a 4-8
Shoes I~•JOk LUre New
the people we like and why: ·
·
Joe Perino because he's an "A1' cqunt. It ian't every time that the
HEIGHT'S
Mll•iam Ash for ]101• real sin~ student. • , . Haden Pitts for he's Chet'l'y and Silver gets the opporcerit:v.... EIIen Batchelor for al.. a good conversationalist... , Fern tunity to help out the High Schools,
SHOE SHOP
ways being such a good sport.... Rhoad.s because she'~ cute., • , . . Little Jimmy Mats~ did the hurl ..
106 S. CORNELL
Laura June Blount-just because Johnme Schulte b~c~use he s an- mg for t~e Lobos With Walloper
FREE CALL FOR AND
she's nice. . . . James Briscoe and other dynamo-pohtlCally a half. Duran behmd the bats. Deers and
DELIVERY SERVICE
Harriet Cat·Iock because they seem Plnt Cy Ped~ins .. · . Ba.rbnl'a Scott Hogan p]."oved to be the winnihg
Din! 7155
so well liked by each other. . • , :-Blonds a~·e . u.nive1·~ally appeal- c~co~m~b~i~na~t~io~n~:t;or~t~h~e~p~r~e~p~p~er~•~·::::J:~:::::::::~~:::::::::::::::~~
Louis CalQe;t·elli (anyone who .can mg; • · · Vu·gmm Sh1rley because f
------play swing gets our approval), ... shes coo\ and suave: •.. Ralph
Lab Assistants Capra1·o and Fuller Spuhler, cnuse he hkes Btu·bara
. GIVE YOUR PHOTOGRAPH
because they amuse students so Scott. • · ·
'l'o MOTHER on HER Day-May 11
with their antics, . . .
Dick Sweetland for his hoarse
Bette Deubler for pretty eyes California voice. , .. Eugene Thorne
WARNER-WOODS STUDIO
1804 E. Centr~l
0(1(10sito Campus
Phone 9111
and voice...• Sadie Dresher be- for his t•ationalizing speech. . . ,

What is hel·ewith included as "university activity"
is obtained from a scrutinizing observance of student
life during the past years at the University. Many
other faciors, inherent in the student himself,. however, cannot be included.
Success in future years depends on honorable, personal attributes carefully developed by the incoming
freshman. Attributes which, we hope, will begin their
deve~opment as a freshman student. For it is in the
early years of college life that the ultimate, real future
course of success is determined, and it is in the early
years that. the student may profit fl·om his careful
observance of the mistakes of his seniors,

It is indeed with great pleasure that we greet the
hundreds of future college ,students who, we are sure,
will add a tremendous lot to the scholarly reputation of
our Universij;y.-Eddie Apodaca.

Scrutinize "Feelers"

cause she's n little dynamo· of
happiness... , Dorothy .Mace and
Larry Fellicetti - together or
apart, because they're attractive
always. . . . Wilna Gillespie for
her extreme cheerfulness. . . •
Bob Greenwell because he's talmn
over the big job of cheerleader.
. . . Marty l(ood for her usual
cheery greeting. . . • LaudeJie
Hughes for his interest in other
people. · . . Murtha Hulicl< for
her smile. • • •

The recent announcement by President Roosevelt
that an Axis party may attempt to land in Greenland
is obviously a public opinion "feeler" carefully prepared by the president to determine the reaction to

such a "surprise announcement."

.

Time and time again in the past, the public
opinion sc1·utinizing FDR has revealed his timely
"sm·prise announcements" to the pMple in order to
obtain a working poll for his program of action.
With such a timely anno11ncement and in such
close connection with recent Axis gains, the recent
statement of the president deserves a little more rational conside1·ation than may be accorded to it by
war frenzied legislators.
-Eddie Apodaca.

~=========::::::::============~
+-.._., ___ ,_,._,,_,_,_.,_,_,_.._,_,_,_,_,,_,_.._,_,_,,_,_+

Lois T1·umble because she's so neat
... Louise Vincent for smoothness
a~d natural beauty-l·ed hah· is
mce, too .... F1·ed Yeager for his
abjljty to write features, , . .
Of COUl'Se, these aJ'Oll't all the
students we like. We just haven't
room for the rest. Let's hope this
will make up for some of the items
which should not have passed the
censor.
-Cnmelia and the Love
Syndicate
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GUARANTEED WATCH REPAIRING
-PROMPT SERVIC&NEXJI' TO SUNSHINE ICE CREAl\1 PARLOR

+·_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,_,__,_,_,_,_,_,__

La Placita

Maintain It--at Any Cost

Serving the Finest in Mexican and American
Meals-In Our Colorful Spanish Dining Room

We did not agree with many of Senator Clark's
advocated points, but we do believe that his attempt
to warn America of the pitfalls of patriotic band
marching processions now being instigated by impatient Americans who can see only the American .defeat of Hitlerism as the only way out is meritorious.
And the Pl'oposal to abolish the meeting, a proposal no doubt intended by the Legionnaires is certainly reflective of just such an attitude, F1·ee speech
should be maintained during war time, for it is only
through discussion that the faults of false patriotism
(that kind of pab:iotic antagonism so· common in
periods of wartime) can carefully be checked.
-Eddie Apodaca.
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Campus Organizations· Continue~Week-l:nd Formals Array
Student Council
IcHI OMEGAS WILL ~OLD Initiation Ceremonies
H ANNUAL SPRING FoRMAL F K
.
8anquet w·u
0
I
onor . C~erry .blossoms wit~ colored or appa miCron
)jghts playmg on them Will decor- Phi Held Sunday
Theirs Saturday; '40 •'41 Members
ate ths Countcy club ballroom this
.
.

·Gala Spring Formal·s to
· 1Acbvlbes
·. · .
Cl .I max sOCia

· Alpha· Delta Pis Hold
Chi Omegas,
'
Annua 1Banquet 1.S G'JVen
Las Dam1'taS t0 Have ElabOrate' QVerhead DecoratiOilS
Reviving the yearly influx of gala social spirits that preAs Reward for Activities

FOR GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS

The ADen Studio

P'k'es \V'•JJ
Sponsor
.
yy

Annual
l'n
r,. Lernt'Ly House

Las Dam'ltas WI' II Hold
Annual Spring Formal
I S b B II
n u a room

303Y, W. Central

2

TOWN ClUB fORMAL
CLIMAXES .SOCIALS '
.
.

·

H Sh
d R deo
PI D'
d T ' ht
ans ISCUSSe omg

I
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I

Phone 2-3656
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the Southwest!

taries, Miss Caroline Havard of 309 South Broadway, Albuquerque, New Mexico, won the Gregg 200-Word-a-Minute Dia-

,,__,_,__,____,_,____:,____,,_,._,_,_1 j

mond Medal Test in Shorthand. This test was conducted by the
Gregg Publishing Company at an expense of more than three hundred dollars. Miss Harvard has also won gold medals fo1· writing
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I Plan Your Way
"
TO A SUCCESSFUL
BUSINESS CAREER

at 100, 120, 140, 160, and 175 words per minute.

passed the Senior Stenographic Civil Service Examination at 120
words per minute with a grade of 100 per cent.
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THE WESTERN SCHOOL TRAINS EXPERTS
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Your Best Bet Is

In 1939, after

being trained at the Western School for Private Secretaries, she

• I

The Western School for Private Secretaries excels in its thorough training for competitive examinations.
grades in Sh01·thand have been made by Western School .students in Civil Service examinations.

Sixteen 100 per cent

j

Subscriplfon i.'nte, $1.50 P~l' year, pa:;oabic in advance.

Commercial School

BusinetM /ltanaoet'

Festivnl Featur~ Section -··· ···--~---George Emerson, Editor

711 WEST COPPER

News Stall: Alma W~llat, JnM .MooN!head, Eleanor Beck, Margaret Peeple~,
.James DeVaney, Marx Brooks, Alta Do~on, Joan Shinn, Florcnca Dixon,
Clrcullttlon. StrUl': Circulation Mnnllf!l!r, Ii:dwltt Leupold: Asslstnntlit Ed Glad·
den, CoellrAhe Drown, Gene DeB George, DIU joyce, Scott Rotter, -John Head·
fnruJ, Arnold Fqll, l~rcd 'I'urw.

ALBUQUERQUE

COURSES: Secretarial, Accounting, Civil Service1 Stenographic, General Business, Office Machines, Filing.
the coilege level.
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SPECIAL SUMMER RATES.

IT'S TOM BOY DENIMS
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Western School for Private Secretaries
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805 West Tijeras Avenue
Albuquerque

Honle Addre" ••• ··--·------------------·-------------··-
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or caii for further information.

SPORTS WEAR

I wish to entm· the BROWNING COMMERCIAL SCHOOL
SCHOLARSHIP CONTEST, I also include reference• and
scholastic record. (Please give fuJI detail!!, especially of previous business training),
Signed -~---------------· .. -·--·------·-·-···-·-------------

Write

All courses are on

ACCREDITED. The Western School :for Private Secretaries is fully accredited by the American Association of Commercial
Colleges.

FOR CAMPUS AND

__

Advertising' Solicitors~ Robart Conway, Earle Boule, Jamca Cox, EdMn
Leupold, Ted Sehlfunf, J. 0, WAtiion1 l:.ou Eazan.

PLAN NOW TO ENTER THE WESTERN SCHOOL-THE BUSINESS SCHOOL OF BEST RESULTS

BROWNING II II

lUCilARD BLUESTEIN

&

Hundreds of Western School trainees have passed the Federal and State examinations and are now employed in Federal and State
offices,

Il

Represented for national
1941 n4vertising by National
p
Advertising Service, Inc.,
ress 420 Madison Ave., New
York, N.Y.
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z,·mmerman Speaks

On Thursday, April24, at the Western School for Private Secre-
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NEW SELECTION OF FOLDERS
REASONABLE PRICES

With an abundance of engineers and a maint~nance
department here to repair and improve the campus, it
is a wonder that neither has noted the undesirable
effects of rain on two of the most important walks on
the University campus; namely, the Sub patio and
the recently constructed truck road over the sidewalk
off Quivera avenue.

My contention is that constructive work and effort
will do much to make both obstacles less noticeable
and improve the general aspect of the campus.-T. T.
McCord, Jr.

Expect Over 200 Couples to Throng Dance Saturdayi
Auditions Being Held to Determine Best Orchestra

Highlighting the week's social festivities will be the annual
Members of the Student Council
women student organizations, Chi Omega, Alpha Delta Pi .11 b h
d at the annual l!an"gran baile" Saturday in the Student Union ballroom where
and Las Damitas, will strut forth this week-end in elite attire WI t t~ .;~~r~·SO P m 'n the Hilover 200 couples are expected to throng the dancing climax of
for their annual spring formals to be given in spacious ball- :'~hot~;, c; P~rkin's, ~t~dent body
.the fourth annual Fine Arts Festival of the Arts and Panrooms.
president, announced tocjay.
Americanism which will have brought visitors from throughPlans for elaborate decorations
h
'
t th
t'
d tat , t
t' . t . th I
t
t
d
At s ort sumt.':'t~ry of dthbe ~rfoud~ s
olu ft e nlablont.an s he lod part.JhClpUa ~ m 'te arges ar s an
have been made for the tl'i9 of ~orpas . year ac lVl Ies an
rie Is·
c a s ce e ra Ion ever e on e ntversl y campus.
ority and
independent women . ,
I.
CUSSIOII has been planned for the
Sponsored J'olntly by the F i n · - - 1 ' - - - - - - - - - - - - h
'11 t k t th d
'""
groups w o wt a e o e ancer,·~sta
ba~quet, a·tven ev~ry ye~r as a
Arts department and the Pan- McCord Elaine Ortman, Phil
f1
taCit reward for the council's work
American Society of tlte Univer- Gl'nnato' A
L' ht
d M
1
lights for a share of the reaplen~
dent social aura that has taken hold
d t' 't" d .·
th
th
.
, nn Ig
an
anue
abn act1v! Ies Uilng 1 8 • yet~tr't· e
sity, the gran baile w1ll strive. to At·agon,
8
of students on the advent of moon- rt ~ L·
~
anque IS an annua ms .I u 10n
carry out the theme of the f-estival
lit nights.
with the council.
. Refreshments ':'"ere served follow- this year .. Couples attired in vari-------Begin Formal Parade
The Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
Thirteen officials representing
~ng
the ceremol!le~. Other guests eties of Spanish, Mexican, New
.
house Will be the scene of yearly
meluded the remamder of the ac· M .
C
d th
,-,
Beginning the formal parade this Fiesta put on by members of the both elective and nol).-elective coun·
tiee chapter and the alumnae.
extcan, o1oma1 an . o cr cus..
Friday night, Las Damitas ·chap- house, from B to 12 p.m. this Fri- cil positions will be gue~ts.
Committee in charge of the cere- ~~my: :~efi•:J!c!~~v~l:ye~Jve the gala
ter of Phratereu will have its .sprihg day night.
After~dinner dancing at La Comany was Hnzel Fortson, Martha
formal in the Student Union ball- Decorations to concur with the pita will end the evening for the
Groton and Dora Roether. Install- Students Invited
room from 9 to 12 o'clcok. Stream- accent on Pan-American relation- 'Council guests.
ing officers were Louise Starrett,
A general invitation to all Uni ..
era bridged in colorful combinations ships will form the theme of the
Council member guests Will iiiThe Las ~amitas ~hapter o·f Elsie Heiken, Velna Jackson, Vivian versity students hae been exSigma Phi Epsilon will hold
elude: .Cy Perkins; Juanita Nolan, Ph~rateres Will . hold .Its an~uel Kronig and Harriet Carlock.
. tended by the dance officials. Co!il- its annual spring fonnnl this Friof chosen colorS. have been planned decorative scheme.
.as overhead decorative displays.
. Costumes of Mexico, \.rgentina, student body secretary; Haden spr1~g :f;rmal ~h1~ e?m;~g sir~da;
rt.ume.s may be worn if students day night from 9 to 12 at the clmp ..
Angie Ban·eras1 newly -elected Chile .l;lnd numerous other Latin- Pitta, student manager; Lewis But. eev.nmg rom 9 o ln e u en
desire them, however regular for.. ter house,
president, will be in charge of the
ler, Lobo,cditor; Weldon Orme, stu- Umon BallrOOI?J·
.
I tt'
b
't
The newly constructed fraternity
American CQUntries will predom- dent senate president·, Howard Bra- . F es t tve sp. rmg coors,
I
nterlaced
ma a tre may .e worn, J was h ouse Wl'11 be dec.o1·n t ed w1.•th
festivities. Chaperons for the eve.. inate
learne•.
the annual fiesta scene at the
th th d 1 t
t 11 f 1
u
nh.tg will be Grace Campbell and local chapter house of Pi Kappa ton Johnny Sc?ulte . Martha Mor- Wl
e e tca e pas e s 0 avenDr. J. F, Zimmerman, president Popular rhumbas, tangos and streamers ~f fratermty colors, ~nEhzabeth Elder.
AI h
. ria,' Mary Canmgna~t, Sara Moore- der, mauve and orehid, will' give the of the University, spoke at a lunch~ congas, in addition to currently pop .. terlaced With beams of adv.ant~~
The following night, the Chi
p a,
. .
I he.ad, Trudelle Downer, Herbert ethet·eal air.
Multi-colored spots eon meeting of the Alpha Delta Pi ular swing music will be featured geoualy pl?ced spot and flo?d hghts.
Omegas will hold their spring. for- John Conwell I~ m ch~rge of a~~ • Bailey and Marcia Linn.
and floodlights will lend enchant~ sorority alumnae held at the AI- by the chosen orchestra. Four or.. Decorations other tha~ lights n~d ,
mal in the Country Club ballroom rangementsJ while M1ss Jess1e
ment to the decorative scheme.
varado hotel.
·
chestras are now being auditioned colored strea~ers o~ r1bbons~ ,~111
whe1·e J"ohnny Lewis and his ten Hamilton, housemother, will serve
Angie BaiTerns will be in charge
The a 1u m n i organizations to obtain the best possible music b~ tlte fratel"llity sh1cld and msJgpiece orchestra will swing out to as chaperon for the party,
of the dance, which will have Miss throughout the state of New .Mex~ for the highlighting occasion.
ma located above the fireplace.
sntisfy the rhumba, conga and jazz
Elizabeth Elder and Miss Grace ico formed the basis for Dr Zim- 1 t
. i p
Clmperons for the dance are
Denn an d Mrs. J , L . Bos t WJC
· k, on d
tempos of sorority guests and their
,
Campbell as chaperons.
merman's talk to the 35 members n erm1ss on. rogrum
.
. .
dates.
of the local alumnae of Alpha Delta'
A special mtermiSSion. pro· Mr. and Mrs. c. B. Bal<er. Ar1\[a Will Attend
•
Orchid and blue decorations car..
Pi.
,.
gram composed of shor~ sk~tehes, rangcments for the dance nrc in
ny forty couples arc expected
Over
rymg out an atr th eme WI'll.b e use d orse
ow an 0
dspeeches,t andt' n combmnhon
f
d bof charge 0 f B ab J 0 h ns.
,
EAVES
ance at rae tons per orme
Y
.
for the annual Town club spring
to attend the gala chmax of the
A pot-luck luncheon honoring the
.
.
GRACE THOMPSON L
University dancing couples and
sorority's major social activities alumnae of the sorority was held fonnhal, May 9! m thhe Inldlanr r~otm
J<'OR NM MUSIC FESTIVAL
I
downtown dance imprcssarlos. waring Trophy
tl · year Barbara Vorenberg1
.
of t e Franmscon ote . nvt a.
.
.
ns.
·
h001
Sunday afternoon m the Alpha tions modeled after TWA tickets
Final plans for the horse show
Grace Thompson, head of the Mus1c approprtntely destgncd for To Be Awarded
41
42
p~estdent. for ' ·' .sc
year, Delta Pi chapter ~ouse, The ADPi wi11 be sent out to guests.
and rodeo to be sponsored by the music dep~rtment, will leave this c~ch dance selection wiU be fu~. .
Will prestde, and Ml~. Margaret Mothers club was Jn charge.
The annual Founder's day ban- Boots and Saddle club will be form- week~encl to be guest conductor a.nd . ~shed by a chosen group o,f mus1All. c~mpus m·gamzatmns have
Officer, ho~se mother) ';111 cha¥e.r?n.
Hostesses for the occasion were uet will precede the dance Eight ulated at a club meeting tonight at judge at the Northern New Mexico Ciatts,
been InVIted to compete :for the
Comple.tm.g the somal actlvtftes Mmes Francis Scott, R. A. Moyers, !.embers will be initiated a~d next 7:30 p. m., in the Sub lounge.
Music Festival.
i
Undc1· the ?eneral direction ~f RFrcd Waring trophy in a singi~g
o~ the sorority groups for t~e we~k Alvin Groves and Mittie Coplen. semester's officers will beJ installed. Besides the rodeo, the club will She will conduct the massed Mrs. Mala Sedtllo Bre\~stcr, festt.. contest at ?:30 p. m., Monday ln
•
Will be the Alpha Delta Pis, w 0
d .11 b h 1 b' f
d d'
t year,s activities It choruses at the Raton high school val chaimtan, and Edd1c Apodaca, the Sub patJo.
will hold their dance _parade Satur~ Several entortam~cnts l~vclb~en Hono~ Wl. e t e e u 8 oun - Pi::s~o n;:ature group riding· and Friday, g p, m. Saturday evening Pan-American Society president, a
Competition will be judged on
day night i~ the chapter house planned byf ~~e ac tve ~h p e. gle era ;nbu;::~~s~f ballots for the moonlight pack trips next year as William Kunkel, band master, wHl committee has been appointed to each group's rendition of uNew
where Cheth ~ki~s and h~t.orchesf m~mfber:t'~n
,~ T~::ivcn ~ns~:~ao: uidca~ girl:' will also take p]nce well as the horse show and r;deo be guest conductor for the massed arrange progra~s and dccorations.i;Mexico on ~he Rio Grande( ~ittra play t e1r mterprc Ions o an un 1 8
th
M . L.
h .
unc d' each semester
Iband
1The committee IS composed of Tom ten and dedicated to the Umverstty
swing for the annual spring formal. of alumnae n_nd_m_o_ er gt·oups.
arcm mn, c a1rman, anno e .
·
- - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - -

Wear Your Hip Boots!

Both places have proven to be veritable "swimming
pools" of dammed-up water, and it is time something
is done about it. The truck road was taken care of the
other day with an inefficient two-inch pipe insertion
next to the curb, but the rains of last week wreaked
havoc with this inadequate piping, and the back water
still remains.

(Gran Baile' Highlights
F·lne Arts Festiv·al

Saturday night fpr the annua~ Initiation ceremonies for Freda
spring formal of Chi Omega soror- Champion and Priscilla Vigil were
ity,
held by Kappa Omicron Phi, NoElaborate deeorative schemes tiona! honora~•y home economics
highlighted by a large ql'ray of fr&ternity 1 Sunday morning, The
spring flowers overhead have been initition took place at 9 a, m. at
planned by pledges who will take Sara Raynolds hall, followinl! which
'?mplete charge of dance prepara- p~edge services were held for 11
tJonis ..,_d
.d t
t .
d girls.
nvl~ stu en gues s me1u e: Girls pledged were· Ernestine
Freda Champion, Mary Carmig- Alsup, Lois Bostwick, Esther Chanani, Betty Burton~ TrudeUc DownN vez, Wilna Gillespie, Carol Louise
er Martha Groton Hazel Fortson H II , v· 1 L
M . . M
1
•
,
o an~.~, Io a una, Rl"Jorm cBill r.ee Harmon/ Lorraine Sterling, Ghee Juanita. Nolan Ada Mae
Mary Mohler Ruth Mozley1 Mary s· '
M
E . ' W
'
1mpers, ary 1unice
aggoner,
Sue Bynon and Arm Cabeen.
and Margaret Weeks:

vail throughout the campus come spring, three University

M
Cl b
ADPt others u
Entertatns Alumnae

In Ancient Cnsa de .Armijo
OLD TOWN PLAZA

Last weelc's protest of the Senator Bennett Clark
address sponsored by the America First committee
came from ostensible patriots, American Legionnaires. They protested the meeting as being unAmerican,
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College CUrricula ~xplained by UNM Deans
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Seriousness of Purpose

Over 9° to

Most Important- Bostwick F!:~!~Y!o ~~~r: a~~=gu~~~~.~?.=~~

.Balanced Student, L"lfe
· ·
St· ressed by Un1vers1ty

Broad and Pr~ctical Higher Requirements Rapid Interest for
• p·
t'
f r College Should Include 'years
r:::;si~o~~.i~:,~~.~~i:r~r: .~,·~~ :~~d~~!d::i~ss in etiquette and so- Education Offered Will Demand Bigger Engineering Subjects
repara Ions 0
summer faculty, Dean s. P.
Also among these courses and
•
A ( II supp Iy 0 f Teac hers Noted at umverslty
. .
Nanninga,summersessionhead,a;r- of par·ticulat• inter·est to teachet·s In Fine . rts. 0 ege
. . years . nounced
S0U0 d Bases 10. Beg10n10g
tod~y. S~mn>er school ';"ll ~ill be_ the ~chool of Spoken Span.
will

.

B d0 I
toa
ut et for Students Desiring Ample Recreation;
Twelve So_cia I Organizations Further Student Interests

By DeanS. P. Nanninga
By Dean M. E. Farris
open for l'egistl'll.tion June 9~ takmg 1sh wluch will be conducted by the By Dean 'Yilliam McLeish Du.nbar
B. J. L, Bostwick
just
one
day
fo1~
all
classes.
modern
languages
de.Partment.
College
of
Fine
Arts
College
of
Education
College
of Engineering
Dean of Men
Particularly interesting to high This course will include l'E;!S;ular
An art school in an Ame1•ican
Whether teaching is an overDurin.B" the past year the ColIt is a happy privilege to be able to send a message of greeting to
the g1·aduating seniol'B of the high schools of New Mexico. Especially school students •?sorbed in the
(pel'iods of
dis- university is a rather new thing to crowded profession is a moot quos- lege of Engineering has made ma• .
theory and practice of popular .cus~1on amongst part1c1p~nts), a flnd. This js be~;muse we h[l.Ve a new ,
.
is it a pleasure a£te1~ 11aving visited so many of you in your own schools.
spo1•ts
will
be
th('
expected
enrollsel'les
of
Spanish
lectures
and
field
A · .·
tion, hut the general attitude of the terial improvements in sever~l de.,
You are now facing the neces-+·~
mont of 25 New Mexico coaches for study session in Mexico City ~n m~~~~~ practical· for on learning f?cu~ty of the ~o1lege of Educa- partments and has broadened its
sity of deciding on that important
study l~ading ~o a maste~ of arts August,
. .
its principles, on; finds ~ maTiy t1on 1s th~t the1·e 1s not and perhaps CUl'ricula so that it can bettor serve
mat~er of further education.
degree m physiCal educ~t1on.
Entrance exnnunJ!tJOns fOl' the practical applications of them on never will be an over~supply of the increased number of student
Whether you plan to attend the
Courses with practical features session will be held June 7. Regis- every side These principles are reaHy capable teachers.
.
t th U .
.8
Unive1·sity of New Mexico or some
and
benefits
for
all
those
who
take
tration
will
take
place
the
next
day,
not
lenl·ned.
by
mere
finger
exercise.
.
Constantly
increasing
c~rtifica~
comm~
e
mversty
for
the1r
0
other institution of higher learning,
them will be included jn the sum~ June 8, being completed the same Therefore the University takes t1on reqllirements 1 together With a educatJOn,
let me urga you to approach the
mer
sc~10ol curl'iculum. Among day, a11d the session will end Aug~ over the ~lt school.
general. aw~~ening of the J?ublic to
The College of Engineering has
task of acquiring a college educathese w1ll be one offered by Mrs. :ust 2.
Tlte- student of art needs 8 the. Pesi~abihty of emJ?loymg well the largest enrollment in its history
tion with a seriousness of purpose
from the voey start and a detennin~
broad education as well as man.. tram7d msb•uctors, wdl unc:!oubt~ this school year-.with CUI'l'icula in
ation to make the most of every
unl skill if.he is eventually to live ed]y mcrease the _demand for those civil, electrical and mechanical en..
opportunity that comes your way
successfully. The mind must be who are well quahfied.
to build for yoUl>self a sound basis
broadly trained if the manuel
That _the Colleg~ ?~ ~ducation is gineering accredited by the En~
for chn1·acter and a successful life.
skill is to- count lor anything. alert to 1ts responslbthbes for lead~ gineering Council for Professional
If any questions confront you
Consequ~ntly study of cultural ership ~n building a stron.ger, bet.. Development.
·
By Dean George P. Hammond
regarding your ambitions for higher
ro· the state and country in the subjects is made by people who ter equipped person~el. is reflected
The Civil Aeronautics authorGraduate School
future.
education, I would enjoy having you
cntet· tl1e College of Fine Arts by a glance at its offermg. The en- ity assigned to the College the
write to me concerning them,
whether in the departme:ri.ts of tire P:r:ogl'am is built upon the as~ largest· quota of students in the
Most university grad!.latesj after
Certain education wo1·k now re~ architecture art, dramatic .urt sumpt1on that teachers need a state for pilot training. Ground
Accept on hearty congratuJaobtaining the degree of Bachelor of quires dcg:1:ees beyond the A, J?. or or music. '
'
broad cultural background as well school work is given y the Coltions upon the completion of your
high school work, and my best
Arts or Bachelor of Science, go out B. S., and, in many :fields of work, Close Student Relationships ·
~a a specialized professional train~ lege, flight traiuing being given
wishes .for your success which, with
to apply in t h e ordina·ry pursuits gra d ua t e · s t u d Y lS
Young men andwomenwholook mg.
· now require.
· d
at the municipn,l airport by the
sufficient determination on your
of life what they have lea1•ned. The The Graduate School offers the de- forward to entering the studio life
In this division of the Uni.
Cutter Flying Service.
part, is already half way toward
student who bas obtained his hac-· gree Of Mastel' of Arts, Master of in which they create beautiful versity preparation is offered in
The pilot training program will
DEAN
J.
L.
BOTSWICK
being accomplished,
Science, and Doctor of Philosophy. things~ will find at the University three main departments: Elemen.. be continued ne."{t fall. It will be
calaureate degree will have a fairly
The masters' <legrea requh•es a 1I the camaraderie which tradi~ tory teaching, high school teach- open to any Unr'ver·sr'ty en •·oil ed st u~
complete knowledge of his world,
· 1l b
t
ing, and administration and su- dent who can meet the CAA re~
one year's wm·k after graduation, tlona Y elongs o
studio, pervision. Other courses are also
.
t
and enough information alld tech~ while
to obtain the Doctor of Phi- ensemble platfox:m stage,
Ol'
drafting
qull'emen s.
nique to begin his life work,
1
h d
h tnd
d rooom
given which will serve to prepare
The aeronautical and electrical
:l
osop y egree t e s ent must o
•
for more specialized types of cdu·
But there are many fields in at least three years' wo1•k beyond
Towards this end we follow
engineering laboratories have been
hl·s bachelor's degree,
no predetermined system of
cational
servicew'th
and pmany
courses
improved this year. Airplane en~
wltich
more
specialized
knowledge
rna
be
tak
fit
b
t
By LenD C Clnvve
than can be secured in .four years
method, of instruction, xather an
de Yta 'n then dl1 · r'oro
hY s u- gincs, wing sections, instruments
Dean Of Women
approach
Suited
to
each
student's
n 1 a0 broade
er VJS cult
ns lV
0 are
H
1
D
•
t
S
k
seekr'ng
ral
t and ah·plane radio equipment plus
of
university
work
is
necessary,
Many students who are not satis~
look
We wish to extend congratula~
aze reiS 0 pea
Individuality. We believe that en·
r
u
ou • several thousands of dollars worth
tied with having attained 0 fair To English Club May 2
couragemcnt
more
important
G.ra d uates ofth c College of Edu- mcnt
of newhave
electrical
engineering equip( 0
than
criticism,isand
strive
to erebeen added.
tions and sincere best wishes to the

"ter~ulas"

"
·
one of t he broadest and bes~ develored aocial Qutlets
for
th
ti
I d
i
I
f
t
e recrea ona an soc a ea urcs m
· t h e 1ife of the average college
student, the University campus has ten fraternities to provide the
college student with suitable social facilitr'es,
The impol'tance of a well
enced social life for college stu- campus, the Chi Omega sorority has
dents desiring to merge ahead in already given Indications of its futheir chosen professions and avoca.. ture importance in campus affairs.
All report point to a further gar
tions, is today being
by nering of "newer and. more lmpor:
all colleges. The Umversrt.y has tant student body offices and posi-
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•
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~~!endly
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r:cog~ized
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members of the 1941 high school
graduating classes.
happy
Highmcmol
school
.,·es,days
and will
you soon
wr'll be
lookl'ng toward future plans whr'ch
.
legemany,
or unive1•sity
for
we hope, study.
will include colWherever you may continue
your education1 or whatever your

Gen era I ( 0 II ege

Of PraCfl'cal Help
T0 All Stu dents

S h Iars h.lp Regu1atiOnS
In Courses More Len'lent ma~:ery
°

BY Dean J - C' K nod
0
0
0
Th Ge noraI C II ege f th • U m·
versity
of
New
Mexico
is a com1
0
b'nation
f a ca de mi'c prov.mg
•

ground, medium for oxp1or8;tion,
and me~ns to concr~te vocational
•
•
preparabon. Its CUl'rJcula are two
plans. may mclude, we
wrsh for YOU yeaTS in length, and a diploma is
0
the hJghest
success. May granted to all its students who comyour state umvers;~ty. have the jlete sixty..four credit hoUrs.
pleasure and opportumty of serv·
Th G
1 Coli
h
b
.
e enera
ege ns een
mg you,
especially helpful for students
desiring practical business train~
Gives Lecture
in g.
MiiUcent Atkin, with the evnporGraduation from high school is
ated milk industry~,gav~ a demon- required for admission, but scholarstrated lecture to home economics ship regulations are somewhat more
students Friday in Sar.n Reynolds lenient than in the four~year colhnU,
leges. •
1\Iiss Atkin made a pineapple
This year certain broad orienta~
mousse, baked brown bread, salmon tion courses are being opened up
souff1e, chowder and a cherry pie. especially for students of this colAfter the demonstration, students lege; and it is expected that the
present ate the meal, which all majority entering the coUege durused evaporated milk as one of the ing their iirst year will remain
constituents.
f through the two semesters,

deg~ee ~

I

~h~

of the knowledge now
avar able, may wish to extend the
boundaries
learning still
farther
intoofthehuman
unkno,vn
'
For these students the Grad..
nl School offers opportunity not
uate
0
Y to secure higher degrees,
but to carry on original research
on some problem which interests
them and which will be of value

Hazel Dreis will speak on her
work as a book binder as a special
M meeting
2 t 5 of the ·English club
t' li
'tl
t' connec
1
ay th1 aF' Arts
p. m.f ln
JO ·
Wl I
e •me
es lVU •
ll!iss Dreis studied under De
Coverley, the famous London
craftsman, and will exhibit several
types of
Jenther
ings.

ate in the studio an atmosphere cation qualify for state certificates
of freedom, Above all, the stu- and meet the requirements of the
dent should acquire initiative and North Central and. most
learn how to proceed towards ere· of the
states m the
ative work.
Rocky Mountam area.
.. In a university with ,resources
l!'or the coming summer session
such as ours we stress fields or we have an especially .rich ofJcr..
unique local opportunity, such as ing is provided for those who
New Mexican crafts .and Indian' wish to advance themselves pro.
art.
fessionally.

as~ociation

neighb~nng

school graduates.
New and Upcoming Social
Organization
A
t' l
.
d
cornpnra lVe Y new an up.

avnoudsafnOI.'aSllt-ucdoelnletglcl.fea.ctivity ronde•-

t~ve

as~

By J '" II' FETH
,
.
Director
of. Student :Employment.
Perhaps you'd enJOY ac:mg as ho.st at a tourrst camp, That JOb
offers free rent and a nice httle sum m cash each month. One of omt
•
•
•
•
•
•
h
h . b
freshmen 1S financmg hHI Umversity educatJOn t
1I sue a JO ,
Ot• would you prefer. tho excitement ~ drtv~n·g· an n~bula~ce 1_
Through the goo~ coopei'atron of Albuquerque s mortrcr~ns,_ SIX to crght
students
0
e.arn
1 thmr exp.enses
m ht ft::f!.ch
llow·..__
year
_.na
_ambulance
_____
duvets,
_ __
''··
,r, glr a, you
Ig.
0
Jeans footsteps and wart table of on the student employment office.
an ovenmg at a restaurant or hotel We make as many Jl)accments as
in Albuquerque-then spend youi' we possibly can within the limits
summers in the same sol'! of em- of available work and the necessity
ploymcnt at one of our National for taking cai'e that our applicants
p
s t have enough cash come
.
h
t
th
1 , o
art
receive enoug wort
1 o see em
September,
to pay youl' tuition.
through.
Variety of Town Jobs
. L t I Tl
V
•
0
The s·ub patio js unique and
If you prefer you have a good nca:qctes a er n lC
B'Of
colorful, It is flanked on three sides oppor·tunity to. find stenogmphic Year Always Appear
1
by the student offices, and colon- work in town-or 0 chance to car·n
Ifyoucanpaypartofyourway;
nade
by
of part of your expenses clerking in if you can make a
get •stab/1
I J
oak. ~he ma~or po•:t•on. rs flag- a store.
l!shed, get acqu~mted, yo? can
f th f ll .
. 1 • stone lmed, wrth a tmklmg founAlbuquerque has enough variety count pretty dcfimtely on a Job be~rv~nce o te o owmg rues.
tain and pool in the center, Vari•d in its business organizations to foro the year is out. But please
rc.sl 1
m. us wear greetn ctaapts colored beach chairs surround the make possible employment of
remember this; among the
untJ \. a a11 pronouncemen s $ e
.
d
d d
f
)' t'
·
th
.
f h
ll
¥
spond
fountnm
proper,
an
serve
as
a
dents
in
many
fields
And
the
more
re s o · npp 1ca
we rece1ve
o erwrse; res men s1ra .e
t'
f
tl
h
ld
'
1
,
thcr
may
be
many
to all calls for duty on the athletic re~ mg P1ace or rose W o wou Ioolting around you do, the more eac' yea•,
e
.
.
field; freshmen must be res_pon~ IenJ?Y tlte sun as they study for cllance you will have of finding a whose need seems greater than
.bl f
. bl
llection of thetr next class,
job that you realJy like. The stu- your own. We try to help the need~
:oo~ f~~ t~e s~:~e:o~~ng bonfire, St Vdnrious, offibce~ld~itu~tedl din Tthhe dent employment office will give ies~l~I'stt:· But we 'Y~~'t fot~ge.~ yo~l'
d
hi h school rin s letetrs
u ent Umo~ Ul. mg tnc .u e e you all the help it can, of course.
app JCa IO.n-especm y ~o I ~ u
an. ~o ·a: ma be wor: '~bile at- Lobo, the Umyel"SJty's seml~weeltly Campus Employment Facilities . J~eep remmding us once m a while,
university.
)lapcr; The. Mrrage, the
book;
However, it's in employment
And of course, ea?h
we
T gtJ se are added such tacit the Assocmted St?dents office, right on the University cornpus place many freshmen unmedmtely
0
te
t d
where student flnancznl :matters are
t d
. ad 1n employment.
understandings as respec an cour- t I
. f·
d th
·th
d that some 35 0 s u ents rccerv
0 • .
sib!l'ty ·s to help you
tes to honorary society members, a cen
e noJ .an
the financial help they neaded to
UI ICspon
•
0 • an
1
1
Kh~tali and Mortarboard members west meebng r?omsJ where vari?us get them through college. The as much as we can and as quicldy
and all $tudents above freshmen.
ca~pus orgamziatfons. from tJme University sets aside each year as we can.
Respect and courtesy, however, to time hold the r meetmgs.
a fund with which to pay student
Your responsibility is to let us
know honestly, and exactly, what
is a two-way process.
help-office help, student ja·ni- your individunl situation is. Then
of New Mexico students mainh m
tors, laboratory assistants, stock- to remind us from time to time, unrigid standards in carrying t esc
room supervisors i11 the science til a placement is made,
traditions out and maintaining
departmcnta, student librarians,
The employment office will
their im_pol·tance in campus lifet
dormitory assistants, and the be open untr'l June 1, and •gain
like.
.., A
. Fresl1ma~ Week at ~e ~niyerM The University dining hall and steadily following August 1.
s1ty, as m most :nstltutJons Student Union Building lunchroom.. personal interview, if you can
throughout the country, .Is nn e~ent fountain furnish coveted board and get to Albuquerque, is your best
long to be remembered m the hve,s room "obs to twenty or twenty~flve U),proach. Meanwhile, why not
of those ~ho come to college for s~ude~ts annua1ty.
write a letter?
the first tunc.
And the funds of the National
-------Here on tho campus of the Uni- Youth Administration provide as- Albuquerque Artists
vcrsity of New 1\!exico,. frcsl)~an sistance ranging from ten to, in To Exhibit Paintings
week means a l'ound of 1nstruchve same cases twenty dollar.s per
ns well as social activities.
month to about two hundred stu~
The Albuquerque Artists' exhi..
The purpose of the week is to dents.
bltion will be on display this week
in the Fine Arts building.
help the incoming student adjust Your CJtances For A Job
i himself to the new environment
If you can show a good scholas~ j Artists to exhibit their work are
l each phase of college life and nc- tic record in high schoolj if J'OU can Emily Van Auw, Ed Garnor, Brooks
1
tivity entails.
demonstrate that you need ilnan~ 'Villis, Mimi Murphye, Muri~l Has~
Freshman week wm begin Aug.. cinl help; if YOU will stick with kell, Raymond
ust 22 and will include tests. meet.. your application,-not give up-- Adams, Howard Schuler, Madolm
ings, ~ep~rallies, campus tours and then your chances are good.
Colby, Ralph Dou?'l?ss, \Vinifred
get~together dances for the freshThe opening of the Fall scmes .. Thompson, J. R. W1lhs, and Gladys
,
ter is the time of greatest demand l Treis.
men.
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Univer:~y

Freshman Week
Informs Students on UNM

//WHERE ELSE BUT HERE?//

IN THE NAVY

Frankly--We're proud of our Summer Session offerings
this year .. prouder than ever before. Just check down
this list--you'll understan~ ...
Tuition-$20 for all students alike.
.
Dormitory and dining hall fees (full session) $55.00.
Program of graduate studies.
·
Special Curriculum in Physical Educ~tion.
Special Curriculum in Health EducatiOn.
Curriculum Workshop.
Demonstration School.
School of Spoken Spanish.
Visual Education Conference-Demonstrations.
Concert-Lecture Series.
.
.
Activity Program-Excursions, picnics, swimmmg, tenms, golf
softball league, minor sports.
Field Study Session in Mexico During August.
Civil Aeronautics Pilot-training Program.
,
.
Exceptional faculty including members of the regular Umvers1ty
staff
PLUS the following group of visiting instructors:

the COOLER, MILDER, BETTERTASTING cigarette that SATISFIES
Chesterfield has so many things a smoker likes
that it's just naturally called the smoker's cigarette.
Because they're made from the world's best
cigarette tobaccos, you'll enjoy Chesterfield's
COOLER, BmER TASTE. They're really MILDER too. Get
yourself a pack of Chesterfi~lds.
EVERYWHERE YOU GO

'

H L Ballenger PhD New MexicO Normal University, Education; Juan R. Cas~
telJano 'ph:n., Vande;bilt ·u~iversity, Modern Languages: poroth~ A. Duckworth, M.S.,
F
'8 Parker School for Girls, Chicago, Home Econom1cs: Ke1th C•. Harder, Ph.D.,
Valle Authority Education; James Houloose, M.D., Supervisor Health nnd
ranee
~~"~i::tEducatfon, Long B~ch Public Schools; Education~ Willis K~app Jones, Ph.D.,
iy · u iversity Modern Languages: W. J. Klopp~ Ph.D., Superv1sor of Secondary
M ami~ 00 nLon B~ch Public Schools, Education; Nina B. Lamkin, M.A., School Health
~ducaf: f Net{,. .Mexico 'Department of Health, Education; J. Buren Linthicum, M.A.,
p~titscip:J0 f LongfeUow School, Albuquerque, New Mexlco,UE4ucat!ton; f·NLlof~ ~rcc~!lm,
or
aroma,
P hD u · rs"t of Texas History· J E RusseH, Ph.D., mversi y o
. · ·~ •mveen~i Shannon,' M.A., P~in~ip~l Williamstown High Schoo], Willinn:asto~,
ws~o/-' ~~ia English: Carl H. Skinner, Ed.D., Park Dny School, Menlo Park, .Ca1ifo~!R,
es tJrg! A' ld Tilden Ph D Arizona State Teachers College, Tempe, Anzona, , IS~~;~aM:~ ,vr:t~on, B.A. 1Pri~ci.Pal of Nambe School, Santa Fe 1 New Mexico, Education;
C
Wicker, Ph.D., English,
.
•
1
MD ··n offer graduate courses in: Health Education 1\lethods for
~::,'::'d:!;uS:h!;,ls;' riia;~osis in Physical and Health: Ed!;ication; Administration of
Health Education.

v:
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THE SUMMER SESSION - UNM - ALBUQUERQUE
FOR BULLETIN AND INFORMATION WRITE TO DEAN S. P. NANNINGA, DIRECTOR

Jonson~ Kenne~h
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YOU'LL SAVE MONEY

EIGHT FULL WEEKS-JUNE 9 TO AUGUST 2

.,I

·

Stu den ts Emp1oyed m
' HOS tess/ AmbuIance Dnver
' J0 bs;
City and Campus Facilities at Disposal of Graduates

,Its ballroom is impresive for its
size decorative ef!'ects and smoothof flool'. Rated
one of the
b t ll
b 11
. th S tl
es co ege a roollls m e ou 1west the University ballroom
ford~ many an enjoyable evening
to those 'vho wish to take advaritage of its superb location and facilities.
Between class "cokes" arc en.
.
JOyed m tll,e college ~tmosp11ere of
the Unions fountam and lunch
ro?m• where one may order anythmg from a candy bar to a tull
· th e f a vorl•te mee t'.mg
me&1• It lS
place of students and fac. ulty altke.

io~m~in~g~s~oc~i~al~o~rg~a~n~i~za~t~iO~n~in~t~h~e~~~C~o~n~tr~·n~u~e~o~n~P~a~g~e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

0

~~ti.Bif'A~~

versity
New Mexico both instrucThe city of Albuquerque, tho
nndofvita1izing,
home
of the University of New
The club, founded this semester, has launched upon a program Mexico, affords students many cuitural and worthwhile activities outof acquainting collpge stuQents and
th
b) .
I
'tl th
.
side their campus life,
e genera pu lC WI 1
e a1ms A f
of th se 'nclude the A!and work of L<tin American coun- buque:;.e SypJ;ho~y orchestra, the
tries.
community playhouse, the YMCA
sembly
programs,
movies,
socialexhibits,
events and and YWCA,
...
concerts,
Speakers,
and the various church organiza~
library research will constitute the lions for young people.
many means whereby the message
. .
.
of Latin American cultures and
College hfe IS stu~ulat.ed a great
works may be studied and better dea.l by these outSide mfiuences,
understood,
whrch lend much to the cultural deThe club may, through the ap- velopment of the student at the
·
•ty.
propriation from t?e state legisla~ Umversi
------;:_...:__ _ _ _ _~-------'----------

American relationships will find the
Pan-American aociety of the Uni-

between their intellectual and soI
ciallife.
Outstanding organization of independent women, Phrateres, which
0 m'p11
has several branches today, holds
a position of social, intellectual and
Every year thousands of freshPPlitical
imparlance
in
the
UNM
at..
men
all over the country enter into
mos~here Their membership is
·
l'
'
•
a completely new phase of student
composed of studeut leaders m all
phases of campus life.
life, High school actions and activities are transformed into remImportant Student Organg
iniscent memories of cherished
Balancing the other half of
campus life, the fraternities are days.
today becoming impo-rtant organs
To keep a semblance of tradi ..
of student opinion. Sigma Chi tion and collegiate order on the
fraternity offers its Jorge, spa.. respective positions of incoming
·
h
t f t
t d t freshmen, a set of freshmen tradi~
crous ouse o u ure s u en tiona are every year observed by
leaders, The organization has
been on this campus for 25 the entire student body,
years, having held their 25th
Upperclassmen, who merit Teanniversary c:el.ebration last week. spect from the first year men, not
only observe the traditional colNewly established, the house of legiate chiv•lry, but endeavor to
Sigma Phi Epsilon is D: typical ex- help :freshmen in their everyday
ample of what strong perseverance problems encountered in a now
on the part of. strongly organized life.
(
d
6)
These tradr"t•"ons r"nclude the ob-

"Cas~

hand~tooled
bind~
-----:--------.:..----------·-----------------.!--___:_____~-~--'7'_:_::__.:.:.:_:.:_:_::_:_:::_:::__ _ __

While you're keeping
fit ... pause and

Tho Student Union building is
perhaps erne oj the most utilit~t•ian
untts on the ca111pus of the Umversity. It serves as the social center

Furtherance of Friendship
Built and designad for soda!
enjoyment of the studenta, the
sorority and fraternity houses in
the campus have as their sole aim
the furtherance of fl'iendshlp and
closer relationships amongst all
student groups,
The Alpha Chi Omega sorol'ity
housing more than 25 active and
pledges is located acrpss the .street
from the Student Union building,
Complete cooperation in social and
intellectual problems is like that
of all other sororities •the prime
obJ'ective of this group.'

them~

Campus Social Life ~enters IJob Opportunities Given
Ab t St d t U
8y EmpIoyment Serv1ce
·
. ou U en · mon

ALBUQUERQUE GIVES
CULTURAL ADVANTAGES

Stud~nts interested in Pan-

t!ons,
,
Completing the Jist of active sororities in the campus are Alpha
Delt Pis
nd Phi Mus
who have
enrn:d
an aenviable
reputation
as
maintaining excellent equilibrium

The Kappa Kappa Gamma
sometimes referred to as the
North" offers its reputation ns one
of the oldest nnd most active of sorority groups tp incoming high

The New Mexico highway department has recently installed and
equr'pped a new hr'ghway labo••atory
r'n the Un,·ver·sr'ty engr'ncerr'ng bur'lding, which has greatly benefitted
all of the In bora tory work r'n the
field of civil engineering. ·well
equipped laboratories in civtl and
mechanical engineering are also
available to students.

Pan-American Society
Founded to Acquaint
Students with- L-A Aims

paced this region ,in its ability to
af!'ord greater and ample opportunenjoy
ities fer students
selves after tedious hours in the
cIassroom an d Ia boratory.

~

Student with Master's Degree·
l-Ias Better World Opportunities

Dean Clauve COn"ratu Iates
Graduatl'ng Prep Sent'ors

Pt;;ge Five

UN M Gives Ample Job, Social Opportunities

For the Artist, Engineer, arld Teacher

be On Sum':"er

NEW MEXICO LOBO

ON

e COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS
e SUPPLIES

e REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS
e ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT

'

Coca-Cola,- ice~cold,-that stops

at the

thirst in its tracks. Its delightful
~

taste brings you the experience
of complete thirst satisfaction.

I

So when you pause throughout
the day1 make it l·he pause that

., !
,I

,,I j l
,l

!

reFreshes with lea-cold Ceca-Cola,

College Inn

YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY

notdcd under authoritY o£1'he Co.ca...Cola Company by

WALTER FISHER

I 1908 E. Central

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
0. E. Beck, Owner
205 E, MarqUette

Book
Store
I. B. FISHER

Phone 5346

l.:_·-··-··-··-··-"'-··-·--·-··. . .·-··-·---·....,;...o,_ _.._,,_,_,._,,_.._. _,,_,,_. _,,_._. _,,_. __,._,,. .
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NEW MEXICO LOBO
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Educated Person Is One Who Music D~partment
Seeks Knowledge
for Thought Stresses Versatile
c.

Field Work in Ruins Religious Life of University .
Geology Program Well 8alanced with 36 Churches

Insect Kingdom
Subject of Class

By Dean J.
Knode
A J).el.·etofore unimportant i'aetor
officers for the coming year, plan
College of Arts and Sciences
i~ Southwestern folk tales has been
Students ant!eipatin_g fol~owing
The religious !ue of the Univer· their programs and generally ~dd
The te:l.'m I'Ubet·al eclucatiqn" i$
dtscovered by Dr. A. L, Cqmpa's the career of a geologist wlll ii:nd -sity student is far from neglected, to theil• l'eligiou~ education.
an old Qne. It was o1•iginally b~ijed
J
The music d~pal'tment of the folk tale class_es in th~ir study of 7hat the University Qf New l\fexieo as there are l:\pproJ~:lm~tely 36
-'.rhroughout the year, in one
University is well fitted to carry bugs and other members of the in· u'" ?1ned Sotf tthe fbelwt schffools hinfithlde churches here in the city of Albu- chltl'ch or another conferepces, conupon subjects pursued )ly scholars
1
111 e · • es a • 0 0 er t • e
.m· th'e M"ddl
A
d
'
I
d
d
h
t
·
h
f
th
1 e ges· a.n JDC u e '
T_he Tumblers olub ent0rt in d out the work jt was, established for sect kingdom.
•I
d d
t' 1
t "t'- querque to serve t a P ase o .e claves~ or general as:-::emblies are
_parttculnrly such fields as the clas~
· .
a q - • •
• _
.. · '
WOl c ~n e uca IOna oppo;r_um Ies student's development.
held to further acquaint the Uni~
. l.
' . . d . . tu .
th at a PICniC Sunday for all honored wttb 1ts versatile :faculty and abundHorl'or sto?-"ies about scorpions nccessl\cy fo1• a well-grounded
SIC anguages an 111era res1 rna - ...t·v
b
d
•
·
d
Th
·
·
Manv.
are lo ~ versity 13t1 dent wi~h hts or her
t"
d h'l
h
· f:\ ... I e mom ers an ,.o.l"ten fii, . e ance of musical equipment
centipedes and tarantulas have !mowledge of geology
~- of
· theoe
"-~ edifices
·
erna JCs, an P 1 osop y,
:Picnic was held at Juan Tabo where
.
.
'
•
.
cated on .the hill near tlu~ Univer- church and ib educational, socinl,
Various mus1cal organizations taken ~he pJ.aee of regular class~
~he geology department ~f!: rec- sity, and .all are within a few min- and 1·elig~ous nims.
Todny it has come to include the members d8nced to the music
kn.owledge of natural and ,.social of pot·tnble radios and a recording of th~ c!!,mpus include the band, or- room diSCQSSIOn for several cla~~es. ogn.I2lecl throughout the .:rmtton .a.s utes waUc of the Univet•sity grounds
a.ctence and modern _languagea a:pd, machine.
.
~hestra, boys' cho:t;us, birlst chol;'us, Ma~y- stu4en.ts ?re contemplatmg o~e _of the most o~tstandmg of t~e Pl'oper. . Various denomin-~tional
Diff.. between ~ dramtic actress
hte1·atures We do not s_peak of a,
• d h
• ,
takmg up scientlfic work as a :re- kmd, both schoJaatically and expert- -1 1
b f 0 d 'th'1 th'
person as. 1twell educated" Who
Mem}>E)t's a,tt(md.ing • inolu~ed ~~x; c orus and girls drum ancl suit of newly ol:>tained knowledge mentally. '!'he Staff members_ have _c ;u~c te~ n;_Y hiil ~~il ~~ ~ ~~ and a cho1•ine: One l1as to memorize
knows only a large number of fot•m- Mary E. Hayes, Jessie Dlaz, Amta ug e_ corps.
of insects.
developed the science of geology to g Q.)J .Q
~ ' W e e ow hed line and the other luls to de..
ulas and facts Such a,
rson Crevoisier~ Beve1·ly __ Houdyshe11,
All these organizations take
the utmost b~ their unceasing ef- town churche.s are always gla,d of
velop hers, . , •
forts and re~e~rch il').to geologic the opportumty ;a s~rve tha stuknows many fa~ts to be su;(!e but Mollie Balderson, Peat•l ChambeJ.•s, PA-rt in the student life of the Unit
he is treducated" only when he r~ally Jes~i~. Adwell, Mariana A,verill, versity, w~ether it be at football Well Balanced
:r,ouins near the- University.
dents of _the Umverstty,
Instruction in geology is coupled _Many of t~e c~urches eond~ct
Ask the magic ROCK-OLA
has thought about them, has at- Cht•tstme Bench, ~ae .Bel1~ Jack- games~ t·ecitals, concerts as _nssem- Student Life Stressed
tempted to t•elate them with other sou, Agnes .N&rnnJo, AngiC Bar- bly programs.
(Continued ft•om p~ e G
with field work in various parts of st?dent .meetmgs m collaborntwn
for your favorite recording.
facts and has assigned them val .. reras and Zoila Sa11-chez, club sp9n·
They offer a wide range of musi- u
·
~ )
New Mexico. Students are thereby) With theu·t·egular.chul'ch Pl'Ogt•ams.
A selection of 3,000 ref;!ords
ues, Thus the educate dp~rson is sor.
cal appl~cation, and welcome all and : c~eus T~ay do ~r am:ttiout stu.. afforded the opportunity to Jearn Tl~e ~ew~~n society of the Cat~~
to c}Joose from
.one who seQkS knowledge as Bt
any inquiries into their orgn.niza- ;n ~·
e new ouse as e eg~nt fir,jlt hand that infoJ.:mation which 0 IC ? urc IS l}ut o_ne of these Um- ·
GlOMI BROS.
means to thought and appl,•eciatlon,
tions and the ()perations and oppor- a ch~tellc~ubre~lfteatures :ogether With the book deals with in .theo,.,r.
yersity groups. It lS at these meetPh
600
2 1 6 .3
tunities of each.
specla Y .u1 recreatwn rooms.
.,
'fhe College of Arts and Sciences is concerned with such
Mu&ic plays an important part in Large and Spacious Rooms
basic processes. Life is more
the !Ue of the University student,
Completing the array of fraNEW MEXICO'S FINEST RESTAURANT
than a series of seuse-respqnses,
The wise freshman will begin and. with the help and cooperation ternal hospitaHty, the Pi Kappa
nnd a pt'ofession is more·thnn the his year by carefu1ly planning his of ~~s well rounded, and talented Alphas, Kappa Sigs, and Kappa AlEnjoy the Finest Food
knowledge of a series of tech- schedule for each day,
MUSlCal faculty~ future students at phas will yenture in their newly
0
niq..ues. It is aignifieant todav
the University wiU find plenty of enlarged plans for the fall of 1941
·
-·in wide variety
"
Students with ability are often 0 pp~r t um"t Y t o f u rth er pursue t h e1r
· to preserve the spirit of cooperaAll students who wish to apply
that our best t,rofessiona1 scltoola
-at moderate prices always
t"1ve frienclship that has prevailed f or en t ranee to a medical school
scan carefully the Jibe_rnl educa- unsuccessful in theh· college work mus1c a 1 careers.
the
allwimpor·
b
f
11
f
19
h
because
they
fail
in
tion of their applicants.
m this campus since the beginning Y a o
42, s auld take the apAT THE
tant job of apportioning their time.
· d t
One of the 'largest and best They lack ability or inclination to
of the University, Large and spa- tltu e est of the Association of
known of these has eliminated. vir- pt•operly organize their time.
cious living and dining rooms are American Medical Colleges, at 2
tually -all so-called professional
Every student will find his unireserved for members to enjoy eve- P• m., May 1, in Biology 4.
work as a requirement. J.t wants, versity life much happier ~ he
ning hours of relax_ation and social
Applications should be made im105 '\V, Central
first of all, people of broad liberal plans his time in order that· his
.
enjoyment.
mediately to Dr. E. F. Castetter,
Aluqucrque
education, people who will be a
hours arc not marred
Th
. 1
Independent Men have no house who will collect the one Qollar fee
credit to the professjon in more by the consciousness of ever-pendh e soffcJo oghy . depa:tmcnt has but are as active as fraternity and give each applicant & practice
ways than one
.
d1
muc to o er t e mcommg student groups. Representing the largest sheet. The sheet contains sample
1
mg un carne essons.
to the depart1nent
t
h" h h
d
'
'l'huS th~ College of Arts and
Students should schedule their ,
·
number of students, the Barbs, or ests, w 1c t e stu ent should
CONGRATULA1.'IONS SENIORS
Sciences has an important basic time to coordinate the eight-hour
This ~epa1·~ent.is ~unctional as independents, have long enjoyed the study before the exam, to be thorfunction ir,t the higher education day schedule of events. Studies, well ~s mstrnctlve 1ll Its w.ork. Its distinction of being winners in cam- oughly familiar with the technique.
cf nil groups, and one that :in recreation. reading, church and cul- ~heones are tau~ht n:nd tl'ied out pus contests and activities. Every
The test May 1 is one of the
the future of American civiliza- tural activities are but a few of the lll the field of sociologtcal problems student on coming to the campus normal requirements for admission
is automatically a member of the to medical school, and will be given
tion will probably need greater necessities to the weU-rounded edu- here in the state of New 1\fexico.
mther than less emphasis.
cation.
Those interested in rtiral social- Independents.
only once this year.
The sooner the student recog- ogy wm find a wealth of material I
'
3226 E. Central
Spring is here! The fellas are nizes this ridded udvantag~ of a to study and apply, while those
--·gallant and the girls are bouyunt. sehedule, the better he will be able taking the course in criminology
Sales- FORD- Service
to apply himself to his college edu- will be shown fir::~t hand the worlc
THE HILLTOP BOWLING CLUB
ca~ipn.
of the sociologist in dealing with
OPPOSITE CAMPUS ON C~NTRAL
prison populations at the peniten·
tiary in Santa Fe.
Asl' to Hear This
SIX GLEAMING ALLEYS
The sociology department is
NEW SONG WT!
AIR CONDITIONED
const~ntly on the alert for worth
whiJe and ambitious students to
"MY SISTER AND I"
ALL KINDS OF SANDWICHES
continue their work as graduates
for Your DRUG REQUIREMENTS
under scholarships,
C. C. Wnlloce
L. J. Holecheck

Student AttributeS

Tumblers Club Has
A
H p
nnua 0n0r icnic

~n~g;s;t~h~a~t~s~t~ud~e~n~ts;e;!e;•;t;t~h;ei;r;o;w~n;~~~;N;·;·~r~d~.~--~··;--;-;;o;n;e;;;

Students Should Bu.dget
T' f CJ S d"
lme or ass, tu leS

Pre-Medical Students
T Take Tests May 1I

pfa(tJ(e
, an d Th eory
Offered 'In Soc'l0Iogy

recreatio~

LIBERTY CAFE

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1·

Jones Motor Co.

+·--·-··----·-··--·--·
I

Coronado Club Aim Is
Better Understanding_
Of Bi-lingual Problems

RIEDLING
MUSIC CO.

The Sun Drug Co.

Established to further the underHome of Steinway Pianos
standing of the bi-lingual problems
in campus activities, the Coronado
406 w. Central
Ph. 5558
club is an organization devoted to
,_.. _,_,_,_,_.,_, _ _ _ , the ~nterest of maintaining closer
relations amongst Spanish-American, Latin and Anglo students by
sponsoring periodic open meetings
HENRY BARSANTJ for discussions,
Started five years ago, the CorTailor
onado club was organized for the
purpose of creating a $2000 scholarWhere All the Students
ship fund which will enable a SpanGet Their
ish-American student to eome to
the University for one year, tuition
ALTERATIONS
paid by the club.

+-··-·-·-·-· ' . .._'f
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!
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'
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1
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IN ALBUQUERQUE
THE COLLEGE llrAN
AND CO·ED SELECT
THEIR FOOT WEAR
I

j

PARIS

.i'

SHOE STORE
307. W. Gold

.A-lbuquerque

'!'~---·---

besides
fund xaising
drives,
The club's
activities
this were
climaxed by its lobbying trip to the
state capitnl to obtain legislative
o_pjnion on a proposed bilfto create
scholarships for students 1nterested
in western h~mispherie relations.

Kappas Entertained

atthe.~.

l

The fourth and last concert of
the season will be given next Sunday, at 3:80 p. rn., announced Grace
Thompson, conductor of the Albuquerque Civic Symphony orchestra.
This is Mother's Day, and students are urged to take their mothers to the concert. The concert
however, will be over in time fo;
them to attend the various Mother's Day afternoon teas.

CUp

••
the J-1-iH an&

•

1)o-wn--

it's always smooth riding in those
big city buses. Buy tokens and
save-6 for 51 cents.

BRIGGS & SULLIVAN, Props.
400 West Central

"On Time With Safety"

. --·-·-..-·

Active members of the Kappa
Kappa Gamma sorority were entertained at a tea given by Mrs. C. W.
ReidJ Sunday afternoon at her
home.
llrrs! C. W. Reid is the local patroness of the group, and honors
the sorority actives with a tea every
year.

CONGRATULATIONS • • • •
·cmEF
"LOBO

KiMo

from your Albuquerque Theatres

•RIO
•MESA

I
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SUNSHINE
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REMINISCING- As another school Year is r

"dl b .

.

reammates .Win 10-8

•.

Albuquerque, New 1\fexico
.
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..
-

..

As football we!lt out, basketball carne in, The cage squad of the
past ye~r. was not as suc;es~ul as some ot the sunounding quints, but
gave ~IOmls~ of developmg 1nto a top-notch contender for tbe Border
~onfe1ence crown next year, The squad was comprised almost entirely of sophomores who have two more ye~rs of eJ~perience left.

d

)l--------------------------11

Lobo Racquet Wielders Return
From Tech Without Any Losses
-c-----·~--c--c....-,

As far as track is concerned the Lobes had an exceeding!
II
With the Chanlbcr of Commerce¥--.
. sprmg,
·
d ue to the tremendous strain
· on athletes by the
Y sma
becom'mg a nervous wreck here m
·
,f
squa d th1s
other spring sports--baseball, tennis, S]ning football, and golf. Ne;e~~ th~ uLand o.f S~nshine,'~ and the
tireless, the track sqllad has done much better than expected and will ram and hall still pourmg down,
form a good nucleus for next year's squad, Having entered onJy one ~ve gents from the University ,~al
meet so far this spring, th~ squad won points in every event they hed forth from Albuquerque, to see
en~er:d· C?a.eh White has high hopes for next yenr's squad and is J how the weather was at Lubbock~
bu1ldmg this year's team toward that mark.
J
The A~e, Horo:1ce, Fuzzy1 Da-v1d
Tennis and go~, although more or less untried as yet, have prov·en ,-sans. slmg-shot--and Bo~by set
very succesaful. The tenp,is crew defeated the Aggies and Northeastern Iout_ f~I Lubbock, the menacmg and
Oklahoma Teachers. The Oklahoma coach said that the Lobos had as !or;mdable stronghold of. the Red
good a team as he had se.en this year and that he had seen some pretty Raiders of Texas T7ch. Smce these
good ones. Golf, a minor sport on the U athletic calendar for the past five were all exce~tiOnal promoters,
few years, \!arne to the front this spring as the Lobos won easily over they each had their own ra~quet. ~
the Aggics in their first match of the season.
And they came back. Bright and
~
eal'ly Sunday the little group found
And so, it is obvious to even the most casual sports fan that the
themselves back in the Sunshine
Cherry and Sih•er haye field rjght up ngninst the best of them this 1 State nnd on each of their faces
tmst year :ind tltat next year will be clo·en bigger, better, and more
was a golden smile.
"You racketeers must have xeally
successful
fleeced those Longhorns, eh, Ace?"
The coach grinned in that modest way of his and slowly, 1'Yep,
we didn't. lose a match/'
Investigation later proved that
even in Texas, a rainstorm can wipe
out a tennis schedule.
Athletic Director George '\Vhite
cordially greets New Mexico
Doc:: How is the baby that swal- High School seriiors contemplatlowed the half-dollar?
ing enrollment jn the University
Nurse: No change yet, Doctor. of New Mexico this fal1.
BOARD AND ROOM

I

-u-•-•-•-•-•-n-·-•-•-·-·-•-•--•-,.----·-•-+

JTTENTION!
Summer School Students
FOR ENTIRE SEASON·

$60·

00

·,~
1

I

Sure-Cure for
Spring Fever

•

\

Running 'Vater in E\'Cr)' Roont-Across from HO:dgin Hall

'1
1

125 North Univrsity

i

PHONE 4070

j

i

L-·----u-•-•---·---·--•-•-•--•-•-1

A BIG SCOOP CO.NE, over·
flowing with delicious ice
cream, is the best nickel's
wort.h in to~·n! Join the
people, big and Jittle, who
daily indulge in this treat.

BIG SCOOP

•

1-M lntamurals
Standings of the
softball tourney to date
lows:
Team
'Von
Pi Kappa Alpha ___ 3
Faculty ----------- 2
Kappa Sigma ---- 2
Independents ----- l
Sigma Phi Epsilon 1
JCsppa Alpha ----- 0
Sigma Chi ------- 0

intramural
are as folLost Pet.
0 1.000
0 1.000
1

1
3
1

8

Complete Line of

College In~

. ACROSS FROM HODGIN

STARTS SATURDAY
STARTS FRIDAY

CHII:F

GOOD LUCK GRADS!

LOBO

BROOME

...,.,,.,.

FURNITURE CO.

TAY~OR

Pidgeon

STARTS FRIDAY

2114 E, Central

"Dial7723

e ENGINEERING SUPPLIES
e TEXTBOOKS
e SPORTING GOODS

University
Book. Store
ARCHIE WESTFALL, Mgr.

.667
.600
.260

.000
.000

A preacher here says the day
will come when kissing and petting
will be prohibitedt

WeU, thank God, they're leaving
us the nights.

CONSIDER THISNearly all knowledge is acquired thru your eyes.
You're paying for an education. Are you saving anything by neglecting eyes which rebel against the required tasks?
Ask yourself!

Dr. C. H. Carnes,

Op~ometrist
Third and Central
Above I<istler-Collister

Rooms 14-15 Glomi Bldg.
Phone 2-3661

ATTHE

'

WEEKLY SPOR.TS CALENDAR
A
ues ay, P.l'II 29......,..Intramura1 softball,· Kappa Siooma ·vs. p,·
Pl Kappa Alpha, y softball field, 4 o'clocl~.
W d d
e nes ay, . ~pril SO-Intramural softba11 i Kappa Alpha vs.
Th d
~gma ,Phi, y softball fieJd, 4 o'clock,
urs ay, F ay ' 1-lntramural softball; Pi Kappa Alphp_ vs.
acuity, Y soi_tball field, 4 o'clock,
Friday, May 2-Intercollegiate baseball; New Mexico Mines vs.
Lobos, Mines diamond, Socorro, •
Saturday, llray 3-Baseball,· State Penl"tent•"ary vs, Lobos, Santa
Fe.
Sunday, May 4-Varsity Tennis; Albuquerque Tennis Club vs.
Lobos.
,
Monday, May G-Intrampral softball; Kappa Alpha vs. Pi Kapp~
_Alpha, y softball field, 4 o'clock.

T

i:

i

Tuesday, April·2· 9, 1941

LOB OS LEAVE FOR TWO GAMES

'"asmoreth~nhelduptheirathleticprestige
-,

lntheBorderConference
•x•coan sut·roundmg te1, 1·to~.
Starting with football, the Wo1fJ_JaCJ( eiljoyed one of their most
successful se11sons of grid. iro11 history. .Getting off to a rather , 10,
stnrt the Cherry
d s1
t:
V
all
I ver llnished the season in fine style b
.
.
.
.
wmnuur thell' last four games These ,,·ct r" . 1 d _. •
Y
.
T exas T ec h , Arlzo.na_
, •.nd the' N. l\1. Agg·Olesmeue,,wJnsover
,·e•-all three percnru"al
..
"M I
nvn Ia of U ..._, . ndieations at stning football practice all point to
another I=!Uccessful year next faU on the gridiron as Coach Sh. k
b?s engaged one of the most ambitious football schedules
~Y
history of the University. 1-fevada, l\larquette are t\vo new oppoenents for tJ 1e Lobos thi!;1 coming fall with Colorado and rna b
Vanderbilt booked for· 1942•
re.

••

i

'

_ _ _ _ _ __:__:_::..__ _ _ _ _:::=.::::=.:::.::_::..::.:::__.::::::~::_---..:_:~~~2:~~~_:.:~

b

)Vith _basketbafl ?vcr f(Jr another year, spring sports took over
the s~ort~1ght. Startmg Paschall on a shoestring, the Lobos even
surpr1sed thernseh·es by developing into a reaUy fine ball_ club Th
prov~ their merit ag.ainst Arizona 1ast Saturday when tltey wi•ipp~
the h1ghly-touted Wtldcats to keep their und(!{'eated record intact.
IJase~nll fniJs are !fiving the young squad a fairly good chance of
!COf)plng the Border Conference crown by taking the series against
Arizona, May 9 and 10.

.
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~nrv:!~~:; ~~e;: ~ok. ba~k on the last nine mon~l~ a~d ~;; t;:tu~~!

TRADITION

STARTS FRIDAY
::- i

•

U.N.~.

!.--..-·--·-·~··-·--··-. _. _,._.,_. __.,_. ~---··-··-··-··-+
I
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TRY IT!

r

'

.

A

-

AT THE FAIREST PRICE-

Lo~: :v~:~~·~~~tor

• MISSION

I! THE BEST FOOD ... ]

0.-

~~

AN ETHICAL PRESCRIPTION
SANITARY FOUNTAIN SERVICE

ALBUQUERQUE BUS CO.

"KIMO
•SUNSHINE

0~-=PR=Es=s=so=x~Po=w=-w=o=w~-l-Q--.-B~Q~~S~P~Q~R~T~S~BehiTam~Ca~as
~.~~~

PREVAILING CUT
RATE PRICES

year,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

309 W. Central

'''

Civic Symphony Gives
last Concert Sunday

• Toilet Articles
• Perfumes
Fountain Pens

Lobo Nine Trims Arizona in First Baseball Game
Game Ra'Jned' Out
At E d f F' fth
n

'

0

I

'

gnme here. '1,1hia is undecjded

yet,I nhowever.
'
a-dd't"
1 1on t o B erni(,:l's timely
home:t·, George Gustovieh, cleanup
man on the Lobo aquud, enjoyed a
pe1•fect day at bat with two hits
out of two times ~t bat.
,
0 n ,the defensive side, Hpe-COfl ·
J I" rr I
th
.
act
en ey was e sensation of
the day as he nw,de several miraculous plays at first base. HenleyJ
9l'igina1ly a second sacker, has
talcen hold of the first baseman's
duties well and is one of th~ best
men on this bag seen fot• many a
h · 'l
moon
t eacot•e.•
lil I,
Tl.1eonline

By Robert H. Reece
.
, L 0 b () S ports Eiditor
"'l
... 1e Lb
o o b_n$e bll
a nine kept
th '
df t d
d . t t I
eu· un e ·ea e recor mae ast
Saturday by upsetting the University of Al•izona Wildcats in a rain·
sonked tilt 10-8, Playing jn _mud
up ·to their knees, the Cherry and
Aft
f 1 lth
Silver won their fi1'St big~time game
,•.e k netd• a sutclcesds' u, ad 0thug'hLwbet of the season ·and showed fans that
'' 8 -e on W mmon
e o o tl
·u b
·
h
baseball
crew will take t~ the I ·o nd the
leyBorder
Wl
econference
a sertouscrown.
t reat for
.
.
t hIs commg week-end for two .Jno1·e
games.
The game was ca1lcd nt the end
R H E
Coaches DolzadeJli and Dobell of the fift~ hming, but the damage Lo~o~ ------------· __ 10 10 2
will take their undefeated cl·ew to was already dealt by the Lobo Arizona ---------.. . --- 8 8 5
Socorro Friday :r01, anoth
b.atting attack as Pat Bernie belted Eatteries: Behl and Gustovich;
with- the New Me:;~dco e~~~~s~ ?ut his first ~on;er o~ the season Matulis, Stackhouse and Van Haren,
These two nines have met three m the second mnmg w1th the bases
11Now, Junio1•, say 'ah,' so the
times so far this season with -the loaded.
doctor
can get his fist out of your
Chert-y and Silver winning all tlll'ee Allows Eight Hit.,
mouth
..••
easily, Scores of these games w~re:
Jn.-. ~'Punch " B hi
t th
13 3 23 3
d 21
~
Y
•
wen
• 1----·--------~ '
.. 1 an
-1,
five innings for the Wolfpaclc and
. In another. ga~e Satm-day, the allowed only eight hits. The only
Summer Students
HIIItoppet•s Will JOUrney to Santa time he was in danger was in the
BOARD d ROOM
Fe where they. wi\1 meet the State Ufth bming whell the ball was
·
an
Pemtenbary nme m what promises so wet and slippery that it ·was
KAPPA I~riiJs~ GAMMA
to be one of the most exciting impossible to handle it.
221 N. Uni.versity Ave.
games of the current season
The young mentors will ~,robAdolph Matu1is1 Wildcat ,soph~Mrs. EsteJlo Dunlavy in
nbly start Stan 'Fh:eball' Frogge mo~e hu1•Jer1 started for th~ An- ':------•-h_a_:rg:.e_ _ _ ___:
against the Miners in Socorro Fri- zomans . but was l'eplaced m the i.-S..P-A··-N•·-I·S·:.T-KI••-T
.
.._C,H-·E-N"-'"'
day and save Joe "Punchy" Behl second mnmg by ~tockhouse, ann
for the State Pen battle tlle nei(t other sophomore twtrler.
day.
Although the field was virtually
DELICIOUS ntEXICAN and
Coach Chuck Finley of the Min- a mud puddle the Lobos made only 1
ITALIAN FOODS
ers will probubJy start his veteran two ei·rors ns against five for the 1
Foods Nicely Cartoned
To Talcc Borne
lmrle1· Bill Macey against the Wolf~ Cats.
Tamales, Enchilados, Tacos,
A second game scheduled for
pack with the hopes of salvaging
Chile con Carne, Spaghetti
at least one game out of the four Saturday afternoon hnd to be post-and Ravioli
game series this spring.
paned because o.f wet grounds. The
1\-lexienn and Italian Dinners
"Not much is known about tho Cherry and Silver trek to Tucson
0IJCn 4 p. rn. to 10 p. m.
Pen team this year as they hnve for two return games May 9 and
2304 E. Central
Dial 8103
failed to get around very much - 10 and may go over a day earlier in
being for the most pa1·t o!)trictly order to play off the postponed - - · · - · - · - · - -.. -··-..-n-•
home-bodies. Word has been -received by the U athletic department that all Lobos car1-ying
lmives, saws, or any othe1· apparaCOLORFUL ANKLETS
tus of this sort will not be admitted
to the Pen ball park.

MINES, STATE PEN
MEET wOLFPACK
IN WEEK'S GAM. ES

r:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::..:;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Only lOc

Ten Men Represent
UNM in Conference
Track Meet at Tucson
Lobo Baseball Squad
Scheduled for Trip

AU witlt elastic stay-up to(JS. Lots
of colors to choose from •• ,
Children's and Adults' sizes.

at

Ben Franklin Stores

2108 East Central
George (Blanco) White, acting
athletic director nnd track mqntor, ~~;;;;:;;:;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
listed today 10 men who will make
the trip to Tucson for .the Border
Conference t1·ack meet, ],fay 9 and
10•
In addition to the tracK squad,
the University will send its baseball
team, tennis crew, and golf quartet to the Border .Conference meet.
In announcing the 10 men who
will make the trip us ttackrnenj
Coach White listed two men who are
out for other sports at present and
will therefore go in two capacities,
The
These are Joe Behl, who 1vill see
action on the diamond as well as
CLEANERS WITH A
the track1 and Bobby Stamm, tennis ace and sprinter.
COLLEGE EDUCATION
The track squad will leave 'thursday, May 81 while tbc baseb<llJ team •
0
Will le.."tve "\Vedllesday, May 7, so •
that they will be able to play the
postponed game with Arizona in
addition to the tegulal'ly scheduled
two .
'fhe trncksters were cheated out
of a muchMneeded practice session
last Saturday when a tr3angu1ar
track and field meet with Arizona
(Continued on page 8.)

HULL'S

CLEANERS

•

Seniors!

Enjoy the Cool Mornings
with

GAS HEAT

•

INSURE YOUR FUTURE IN BUSINESS
BY PREPARING FOR IT

A BUSINESS EDUCATION DOES NOT COST-IT· PAYS
SPECIAL CLASSES IN COLLEGE TYPING AND
COLLEGE SHORTHAND

ALBUQUERQUE GAS &
ELECTRIC COMPANY
Arthur Prager, Vice-Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

as

Phone8403

· 303 W. Central Ave.

•

'

j
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I
Printers - Binders

FESTIVAL FEATURE SECTION

I
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No. 58

..

College ·Of fine .Artt

SIMMS HARDWARE & SPORTING GOODS
STUDENT HEADQUARTERS

fi.s.t.ival
of
ArtJ
and
Ua
ts
--

For Hardware, Paint, Sporting Goods
Phone 2-0a42

2128 East Central

'

..

.

'·

'•

•,

••• ADVISES
You arc invited to look at our stock before buying your gifts.

Wright's Trading Post
ACROSS FRO~l POST OFFICE -

ALBUQUERQUE, N. 111.

Mexican and Indian Goods-Guaranteed
Genuine
SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO MAIL ORDERS
PHONE 8297

Ten Men Represent
(Continued from page 7.)

LET'S TALK-

:I

and Texas Mines was postponed be·
cause o~ wet grounds.
The Lobos have been in only one
meet so ;far this year and that was
at El Paso several weeks ago. No
other meets are scheduled for the
Wolfpack before the Border Conferencc meet, much to the disappointment of Coach White and his
small squad,
TOI\lORROW'S WAY TO BUY GROCERIES TODAY
The 10 men to make the trip on
Get Complete Information from Our Representatives
the tr.ack squad are: Hill, Server,
OFFICES-51.2-14
East
Central
Boswell,
Valdez,
Gro_ _ _ _ _· GENERAL
;...,_ _ _ _
_ _ _ _ _ _:-."
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Caton,
man, Loken,
Morris
and Behl,
Stamm.

~
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To Festival Friends:
WALTER B. PITKIN

has long been recog·

nizcd as one of America's foremost- authors
and educators, He is
perhaps best known for
his best·sellcr '"Life
Begins at 4o," but he
is also an authority
on yourb and theb
problems.

•'A fine watch is truly an aid to success, not only in promoting punctuality, but because it contributes so
substantially r_o the all-important
appearance with which the young
graduate confronts his future .•• If
I were selecting a watch for such a
gift, surely my choice would be a
Gruen • . • I understand that Amer·
ica's front-rank fashion designers
have named the new Gruens the best
styled in all time • • • "

I

Bartley News'• •

High School

Formerly with· the
l{athryn Beauty Salon

TO

College

II Modern Beauty Service

'1'

a~~

A scholarship in music is being
offered at the University of New
Mexico by .the Sigma Alpha Iota
Alumni to a freshman entering the
University in th~ fall of 1941, from
a New Mexico high school, and
gives the student tuition for one
private music lesson weekly for one
semester.
Students who are interested in
this scholarship should consult with
their high school mu•ic supervisor
for advice on selections and manner
of performing, and should be preparing themselves during the summer vacation.
Each interested student should
write a letter of application to Misst
Eva Israel, University Press, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque. New Mexico.
------------

FROM:

ARE NOW WITH OUR STAFF OF
EFFICIENT OPERATORS

r
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For ali that, let us add, Gruen watches
are easy to buy-today's prices start
at only $24.75 ••• See them at our
store now!

Ask Us for Your
Clothing Knowledge

*REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. PATENT$ PENDING

I REGISTERED TRADE' MARK

Phone 2-0547

1802 East Central

!--n---·--__:_n__.,_,_--·--·~--·-

:"I•

Ladies'
Diamond Rings
from

$14.50

GUY'S CAFE

!\'len's
Rings from

A GOOD DEAL ON MEALS

$10.00

Bracelet from

$4.50
Locket from

$1.95

OPPOSITE THE CAMPUS

2306 E. Central

'Tis indeed a gay world for
the young lady who wears one
of the specially priced dance
frocks from Bartley's.
It may be a dainty dotted
Swiss, plain or printed piquet
or a lovely chiffon or net, in
your favorite shade,

a

Spitzmesser' s

JORDAN'S
ALBUQUERQUE'S SMAR'I' CLOTHES SHOP

II

• Sport Coats
e Slack Suits
. • Wings Shirts

e Slacks
• Loafer Jackets
e Botany Ties

YOU ARE lNVITED TO OPEN A CHARGE ACCOUNT

'

r,_,_,_,__,_,_,_,_:·--n-u-n:-·-··.-·-..
1

l
I

JORDAN'S

.t·

MAIL ORDER COUPON

Very specially priced models
7.95 to 19.75.
·
-~-

..-·-·i

Top Notch Drive-In I
"CHICKEN lN A BASKET'~
DE LUXE HAMBURGERS
CREAMY MILKSHAKES
ALL NEW AND DIFFERE~T

111----~----~4-1-5w~·-·_ce-nt-ra_l_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .l._,_,_,_.,_,~. -•-~~~.~~~~:.~~-~--·•-"~·--~·-"

I

l

by Walter B. Pitkin on "How to

Please send -------------·--------------selling
for

\1

$----------- I agree to pay $----------- \

down,

$---~~-------- wcekly~monthly.

Graduatcs·-·ask for your free book

•

FRANK MINDLIN CO., Jewelers
314 w. Centt•al, Albuquerque, N. M.

Get a Job and Keep It."

\

' . . If a new rtccount please give occupation and 1
1 reference.
.
1

We Invite Your Account
Convenient Terms

·----~---~------------------------~---·-~-~-~--·

PRANK MINDLIN. CO.
JEWELERS

314 West Central

"Our Name· on the Box Adds to Your Gift~'But Not the Cost"

In this May of 1941, the Fine Arts Festival means vastly more to us, rather tban less,
than it ever has before. It reminds us that planned ot·der, which is the basis of art--whether
of musical composition or of pictorial arrangement, is not by any means wholly prostituted
in this world of 1941. True, coordination of elements and efforts appears most conspiculously
just now in destructive operations of war; yet true also, that intelligent organization to amelior·
ate the greakdowns of war is needed and needed again. Fighting nations always strive to
keep up their spirit within their borders; for spbit at home, 'more than military successes
afield, wins their wars. The spiritual values of the arts ore recognized in the programs ehind fighting lines. Within the sound of war attention to such values is profitable. Here,
where we have not come to such a pass, moreso than ever before in the short history of
out Fine Arts Festival, all nrc invited to profit by it. This year's Pan-American emphasis
pointedly suggests that one should not disregard this effort on our campus. Multiply such
modest observances as the University's present Festival throughout a country and spiritual
power is increased. It is, then, a somewhat grave yet glad duty which I perform in inviting
participation in this Festival, sponsored by the College of Fine Arts. All are urged to como
to the meetings, contributing without hesitation to the discussions, and to visit the exhibitions. All arc heartily welcome.
WILLIAM McLEISH DUNBAR,
Dean, College of Fine Arts

The Fourth Annual Festival
This festival is of state-wide significance, established for the purpose of bringing to.
gether the contemporary and historic nrts of New Mexico as well as those of more universal
interest in other fields, nnd to encourage a deeper understanding between the University ns
a cultural center and the adult population of the state.
This year the committee selected a theme to be carried throughout the conferences,
namely-The Arts and Pan-Americanism. It is the committee's belief that through the Arts
lies great possibilities for a forceful and more adequate understanding between the Americas. The committee also decided to alternate conferences yearly. Thus, conferences on painting, architecture, m·cbeology and folk arts hitherto always on the program will be held again
next year.
The Departments of Art, Dramatic Art, Music, and Architecture cooperate in presenting
the College of Fine Arts Fourth Annual Festival of Arts and Crafts, under the general direction of Meta Sedillo-Brewster, assisted by a University Committee, composed of William
McLeish Dunbar, Dean of the College of Fine At·ts; Dr. Dorothy Woodward; Nina Ancona;
Sue Moser, W. C. Wagner; Wilma Shelton; Dr. Frank Hibben; Dr. T. M. Pearce; William
Burk, Jr., and Edwin Sapp.
1\IELA SEDILLO-BREWSTER, Chairman

r
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A Word from Apodaca
For ten years Pan-American minded educators have
been preaching the eventuality of greater union amongst
nations of the Western Hemisphere, and for ten years the
movement has gradually been gaining much needed impetus.
Among those who have used their influence to stimulate
this merited movement of good neighbor relations amongst
all western hemispheric nations should be included the Fine
Arts College of the University of New Mexico. The College
has, in some respects, largely led the crusade through the
Southwest for greater recognition of the ability of our Latin
neighbors.
'
As president of the Pan-American society of the University I take great pleasure in cooperating with the Fine
Arts cbllege in their fourth and epoch-making celebration of
the Arts and Pan-Americanism on this campus.
-EDDIE APODACA.

Festival and Pan-Americanism
By George Emerson
The theme of the Fine Arts Festival this year is Pan-Americanism.
The Arts and Pan-Americanism
represents a coupling of ideas provocative in implication.
Whateve1• editorial feature space
American joul'llalism can spare
from European events and our own
military affairs seems, of late, to
be devoted to our Latin neighbors
to the south.
We cannot but note, however,
that this outbreak of affection for
Spanish America is somewhat We have done nothing to develop
tardy, and a ~it unre~listi~, Tardy, a true friendship.
The successful business is based
because a soltd relattonshtp should
?a~e been built y~ars ~go; unreal- on friendship, Fair dealing and effiIsttc because our Vlew.pomt has been cient co-operation help a great deal
almost solely econom1c.
in establishing commercial friendA few years ago American bus- ship, Credit rating 'and good serviness was afraid of economic pene- ice are necessary. The American
tration in South America by Japan people, by and large, do businl!ss on
and Germany. Now American the basis of these qualities; But
democracy fears that South Amer- abroad, the American people, and
ica will provide a base ~or totali- their business policies are sometarian ideology. Reciprocal trade thing of a failure, because forpacts and fear of :fifth columnists eigners, strangely enough, are difall go to make a great to-do and ferent.
hoorah about Pan-Americanism and
To be "simpatico" is not just to be
hemisphere defense. Uncle Sam a good fellow. It is a great deal
and Juan Gomez and relations are more. It is a feeling or attitude
indubitably on the all for one, one that bridges the gap of difference.
for all basis-or at least Uncle Sam It is an attitude expressive of true
hopes so.
tolerance and real understanding.
What real links other than ceo- It is developed very often only after
nomic and geographic have we had conscious effort.
To know a people, you must know
with Latin America in the past 1
None. Our relationship has been their language, their history, their
but a business one. We have, as a sociology. The United States has
nation, concentrated our energies been indifferent to the civilizations
upon commerce with Spanish Amer- of the south.
The indifference does incalculable
ica. Intellectual and cultural ties
have been practically non-existent. harm. We must become alive to the
importance of knowing Spanish
'
America. Once a solid friendship is
:
established, trade and defense pacts
will proceed much more smoothly.
We here at New Mexico are participating in a unique college event
-the Festival of Arts and Craftsand we are, in our small way, lighting a path to that friend!?hip
through the most universal medium
of communication-the expressive
~athway of the arts. No ~anguage
IS needed to comprehend Ideas expressed in painting, in music, or in
folk-crafts, for they are vehicles of
universal meaning in themselves.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..:..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

New Mexico Lobo
Lewis Butler -----------------------------------------------Editor
FESTIVAL FEATURE SECTION
•
George E~erson -------------------------------------------Edttor
Cover Destgn --------------------------;------------Brooks Pettus
Cartoons ----------Woodrow Hall1 Ted Dtekman and Charles Clancy,
students of Ralph Douglass.
..
.. . .
~
____ .. ·---- _ . _ ~ _
.
Faculty Committee for the Festival of Arts and Crafts: Dean
William McLeish Dunbar, T. M. Pearce, Frank Hibben, Nina Ancona,
Dorothy Woodward Sue Moser Wilma Shelton W. E. Burk, W. C.
'
, Chairman.
Wagner, Edw.in Snapp,
and Mela, Sedillo Brewster,
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Governor Miles Commends Festival
On the occasion of the annual Festival of Fine
Arts I am happy to express by commendation of the
program as planned for this year and my congratulations to the University on its efforts to further interest
in native New Mexico arts and crafts.
The idea back of the annual Festival is a splendid
one, and I think it is particularly appropriate at this
time when more attention is focused on our native
crafts to devote this year's Festival to native New
Mexican arts and crafts.
This should do much to help in the general program to provide a sound economic basis for our native
crafts. Too, New Mexico is proud of her traditions and
culture, of which our arts and crafts are an important
phase.
Through stressing our folk art and native crafts
we are helping to stimulate interest in Spanish Colonial
arts and crafts generally, which also had roots in other
Latin American countries. So another result is an
added contribution to the furtherance of Pan-American
interest.
With all good wishes for the success of this year's
Festival, I am
Very sincerely yours,
John E. Miles,
Governor

Zimmerman Greets Festival
It is a pleasure to extend to participants and visitors to the Fourth Annual Festival of Arts and Crafts
my personal greeting and a welcome in the name of the
University of New Mexico.
In this year, when Pan-Americanism relations play
such a large part in our thoughts, I find particular significance in your Festival, since it so well serves the
purpose of promoting better understanding between
our people in North America and our good neighbors in
the south through the medium of the folk arts.
The Festival seems to me important, too, in that
it offers our University students contact with a body
of living art. Its cultural value to the University is
beyond question.
I should like to express my gratitude to all members of the University staff, and to others who have ably
served on the several committees of arrangement in
making possible continuance of our traditions of a
Folk Festival each spring on the University Campus.
Sincerely yours,
J. F. Zimmerman, President
University of New Mexico.

Mrs. Roosevelt Wires Greetings
Mela Sedillo-Brewster, 348 N. Hermosa
Chairman Festival Committee Albuquerque, NMex.
Deeply regret will not be returning via Albuquerque.
Think Folk Festival devoted to New Mexican Folk Arts
and Cultural ties with Latin America very valuable.
Best wishes for a successful time.
Eleanor Roosevelt.
ITURBI SAYS 1\IUSIC IS
SEWELL DEPOSITS
ONLY ABSTRACT ART
PHOTOGRAPHS
• •
The photographs of native crafts
"1\Iuslc IS only really abstract deposited in the College of Fine
art," says Jose Iturbi, concert pian- Arts by Brice H. Sewell, director
ist who played at the last Com- of Vocational Education for New
munity Concert, "and its impor- Mexico sets, it is to be hoped, a
tance in forming cultural relations precedent others may see fit to fol,
.
low.
ts tremendous. I am a Spamard, 1 The College of Fine Arts is a
1
have played often in 1\Iexico, Cuba, natural reposit-ory for all things
and South America, and I know pertaining to the Arts in New
how powerful is the effect of music Mexico, and any materials gathered
,
there serve to develop the Univerupon the comprehension of the s'ty
1 as tlte cu ltura1 cen t er of th e
Latin. Your visiting artists do a state.
great deal in cementing an understanding, .for the Latin, w~o knows DEL DOSSO STUDENTS
your movtes and your busmessmen, DEl\lONSTRATE
is ever more delighted at knowing There will be demonstrations by
your musicians, your painters, and students of Mr. Del Dosso on potyour writers· then lte knows that ters wheel and results• slab c '1
k '
, ·
• , • o! •
the Yan ee, too, has a soul-an ap- mould-castmg and pourtng, sltp
preciative and sensitiveness toward making, glaze mixtures and applithe beauty of creative expr~ssion cation, at the Conference on Sculp·
that plays such a large part m his ture and Ceramics, Thursday at 2
own l.if''
e.
o'11
c oc c.

I
f,
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~~----------------~--------------------------------------------t!MODERN ART AND
NEW MEXICO
By Alfred l\1orang
Behind every creative art movement are reasons; not only l'easons
embedded in the individual through
the assimilation of technical methods, but also within the aspects of
physical environment and psychicpsychological elements sensed by
the sensitive human being.
We know that modern French
art bloomed because of two distinct
impulses: the exterior stimulation
offered by the extremely logical arrangement of objects as dictated by
the F1•ench mind, and the impetus
derived from a study of Congo
liam Burk, Jr., and F. E. Del
Exhibitions open Thursday, May 1 at 2:00 p. m.
sculpture. The latter influence natDosso, in charge,
Continue until May 11.
urally joined the :first. The art of
Hours: 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily; Sunday 2-6 p. m,
4:00- 7:00 Art League Tea, Fine Arts Buildthe Negro race is an example of
ing,
Mr.
William
Burk,
Jr.,
in
EXHIBITIONS OF STUDENT PAINTING
pure form plus imagination uncharge, Music under direction of
Fine Arts Building-Gallery
hampered in its remarkable conWPA Music Project,
Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center, arception of order by the trappings
ranged by Mr. Boardman Robinson. Eastem Evening
of a technically minded civilization.
8;15
"A Nigltt At The Opera," Student
New Mexico Junior College, arranged through
In New Mexico tltere exists an
Union Building. Bess Curry RedMr. Edward Slockblower, United States Indian
order imposed by natural forces
man in charge.
Schools, arranged through Miss Margaret
ranging from lyric beauty to ex9:30- 9:45 KOB Broadcast, Ma1ie Wallis in
Breen. University of New Mexico Art Departtreme violence. Eroded land sugcharge.
ment--Staff.
gests basic geometric forms, ArchiFRIDAY, MAY 2
tecture is closely related to the
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Fprenoon
physical characteristics of the land
Ceramics and Crafts.
10:00-12:00 Folk Literature of New Mexico
itselt. Both natural and human
Disney originals from "Fantasia," arranged
Conference; Fine Arts Bldg. Dr.
elements create a background in
through 1\rr. Ralph Douglass.
T. M. Pearce in charge.
which the law of cause and effect
NYA Exhibit or New l\lexican Crafts; base- 12:00
Luncheon at La Placita for visitstands out with undulled clarity.
ment, Fine Arts Building, Miss
ors and speakers of Folklore ConThe creative artist, whether he
Murial Haskell in charge.
ference.
works from the visual impression,
Collection of Photographs of New Mexican Afternoon
or subjects emotional responses to
Crafts. Gift of State Department of
a purely non-objective analysis,
1:00- 2:00 WP A Orchestra Concert, Campus
Vocational Education, courtesy of
cannot but be affectea by an order
Grove.
Mr. Brice H. Sewell, state director.
so far removed from a humanly
2:00- 4:00 Industrial Arts Conference, Fine
Folio of Navajo Blanket Designs, from colplanned arrangement. The readArts Building. Mr. Ralph Douglection of the Laboratory of Anjustment of form becomes a matlass in charge.
thropology, Santa Fe. Allocated to
ter of creative placement: when
3:00- 4:00 Pan-American Society open meetFine Arts Department from WPA
stimulated by nature, an abstracing to Festival guests. Group atprogram. Courtesy of Mr. Vernon
tion govemed by the individual's
tendance of Music Hour,
Hunter.
plastic awareness; and in the case
4:00- 5:00 Pan-American music recordings,
New 1\lcxico Books and Pan-American Literaof the non-objective conception, an
Record Room, Stadium Building.
ture, Library. Miss Wilma Shelton.
arrangement of imagined form
Mr. Walter Keller in charge.
Other exhibitions open to public:
through the process of abstraction,
Hazel Dreis will lecture on book5:00
Museum of Anthropology, Administration
But it is the mental response to
binding, English Club Tea, StuBuilding. Dr. Frank Hibben, curator.
basic primitive elements in which
dent Union Lounge.
History Maps of New 1\iexico. Special histori- Evening
much of our artistic progress can
be found. I think that few people
cal collections state newspapers and micro~
Mexican and New l\lexican Folk
8:00
filming of papers.
will dispute the part played by
Dances, Gymnasium. A program
Otero and 1\laps Room. Library. Hours, Tuescollective racial progress. In New
of dance presented by University
Mexico the struggle of early man
day-Thursday, 1-4; Monday, Wednesday
Mexican and New Mexican Dance
·and Friday, 9-11, 1-4; Saturday 9-11.
with the elements, and his desire to
classes. Mela Sedillo-Brewster, InAll conferences will be held in the Sculpture
achieve some degree of mental destructor.
velopment1 are clearly visible. In
Studio, Fine Arts Building.
SATURDAY, 1\IAY 3
spite of the inroads of materialistic
THURSDAY, MAY 1
Afternoon
the psychic impulses
philosophy,
University
Band
Concert,
Campus
1:00- 2:00
Forenoon
can be traced in most modern art.
Grove. Mr. William M. Kunkel in
10:00-12:00 1\lusic and the Dance Conference,
The first steps of man upon the
chat•ge.
Fine Arts Building. Nina Ancona
stage of life do affect the creative
Field Trip to Coronado Monument
in charge, At eleven group goes to
1:30
person. And if he is possessed of
at Kuaua. Free admittance. Cars
Rodey Hall for talk on
the necessary technique, he will
leave Campus at 1:30. Dean WilIndian Dance Paintings, by Jose
create a plastic parallel to the inliam
McLeish
Dunbar
in
charge.
Toledo, under direction WPA Art
itial emotion of man's physical
Evening
program.
and aesthetic evolution.
8:30-12:00
Gran
Baile,
Student
Union
BuildAfternoon
For example: Surrealism, that
ing, Sponsored by Fine Arts Fes1:00- 2:00 Unh•ersity Band Concert, Campus
much discussed phase of contemtival and Pan-American Society.
Grove. Mr. William M. Kunkel in
porary art, is nothing but accumuMr. Eddie Apodaca in charge.
charge.
lated racial memories subjected to
The
Fine
Arts
Festival
Committee
wishes
Exhibitions
open
to
public.
Con2:00
psychological arrangement. And
to extend its sincerest thanks to those on and
tinue until 1\Iay 11.
from
Dadaism to Transcendental2:00- 4:00 Sculpture and Ceramic Confer- oft' the campus who have so generously asisted
ism we can observe the union, or
mah.-ing
a
succiss
of
the
Festival.
in
cuce. Fine Arts Building. Wiltlte superimposition of primitive
impulses with, or upon, contemporary ideas derived from a mechanized civilization.
The future artistic development
of New 1\Iexico will depend upon the
painter's ability to make use of external and psychic surroundings.
A unique natural order, and an
alnazingly clear record of racial
progress should enable '!;he creative
artist to step beyond the limitations imposed by current theories.
Though so far much has been accomplished, it is nothing to what
can be done if the painters will
but reject tlte outer reality of imitation, and seek and :find the limRight-"Cosmic Tl1eme No.
itless stimulation furnished by
3/' by Raymond Jonson, of the
outer and inner elements offered by
faculty of the Department of
the state of New Mexico.
Art.

The·

Fourth
Annual
Program

COUNCIL ELECTS DOWNER PRESIDENT

Sara Morehead Named Secretary
As Greeks Sweep All Offices
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A Note On
The FolkDance
By Mela Sedillo-Brewster
In New Mexico we a~e gifted with
the inheritance of the mid-European
folk-dance forms that were brought
to this section either through the
Santa Fe trail or the Chihuahua
route fresh from their original
home.. They have, through time, become seasoned with a certain spice
of their own.
Naturally, like all folk arts, the
dances develop accOl'ding to the
folkways of their epoch and
through fusion, Thus we have in
some of the dances a mockery of
the primitive Indian dances as is
evident in "el Jilote" (to the Corn
Dance) and in the lyrice of "Ia
Raspa.'' This fusion is an llndercurrent of sympathy and understanding that reaches from one country
to another, and that in our present
times should not be passed by
lightly.
Again historical influences, such
as the court costumes of the times
of Louis XIV with their hypocritical
Prize painting by Ben Quintana, Cochiti boy. Last year Ben won the first ]lrize of $1,000.00, in the
pastoral attitudes, flamboyant and
American Youth Forum contest, sponsored by the American Magazine, for high school and preparatory
purdensome weight oftentimes afschool students of the nation. There were 52,000 entries in the contest. The subjects were "My Com·
fect the dances. Such did happen
munity; Its Place in the Nation," and "Today's Chnllenge to Modern Youth."
.
during that particular epoch when
Ben
Quintana
and
Jeronima
C.
Montoya,
Director
of
Painting
at
the
Santa
Fe
school,
made
a
trip
the folk dance forms were brought
to New York as guests of the American Magazine. Ben has two pictures in the Indian exhibition at the
in from the fields to the salons of
Fine Arts building.
-Photograph courtesy of l\1iss Margaret Breen.
the French Court. In the .same fa·
shion-if not as dramatic-have the
fo 1·ms been influenced in the present day in New Mexico as they
have been brought in from the p . t'
t th I d'
h"b"t ·
· t'
· 1 d d 1 th ex
am mgs a
e n •an ex 1 1 m pam mg, are me u e n e • isco to paint murals for the Indian
small villages to the schools and
exhibit at the San Francisco
h II
d
t b · g 1·t closer were selected from work done by hibition.
ance a s or- o rm
- 1:' bl N
•
d A h I d'
Tonita Penn was born at San 11- Folklore and National Solidarity one neeJ but witness the folk ue o, avaJu, an
pac e Anlbmn d f
d h
I' d t C h't'
dances at the A. P. and then join students at th_e Santa Fe and
u- e onso an
as !Ve a
oc 1 1 World's Fair. Many of the designs
those next door at Le Grande. There qurerque In~han Schools, as well since her marriage a number of he develops are those which are
.
· .
f as older art1sts and graduate stu- years ago. She commenced paint- used on the pottery of the Sia
New Mexican folk dance~t'h~e•~gh ~ dents from Taos, Picur:is, San Ilde- ing at a very early age. Her first people.
the couple type, a ow WI m mr f
c h't' d s·18, p ue bl0 s • paintings were sold at the Old
form-changes for individual pro. onso, 0,0 1 1' an
A
d
J
C M
Palace in Santa Fe in 1921.
Ol\USSIONS
ficiency and expression us means of
cc';; m~ to f ero~•~.a ' t ~~Ignacio Moquino is now living at We are very sorry indeed that
0
variety-but nevertheless, as in all toya, •rcc o;
pam mg a
e San Juan, He is a former student some very excellent material sent
folk arts a certain stick-to-itiveness Santa Fe Indmn School (San Juan)
.
t b
d
·
· "All paintings are original done of the Santa Fe Indmn School. to us on request cou1d no e usc
18
to
the
well
known
pnmary
forms
'
Wh
"I
h
tt
ding
the
Santa
for
lack
of
space.
We
overestimated
always present.
without models or 'studies.' The F Sl eh e wh as u en t t S n F
•
.
.
.
Southwest students draw from e c oo1 e was sen o a
ran our spatial capacity.-The Editor.
Parttcular~y true IS :his of the memo
and imagination entirely.'' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..:..__..::.._ __::__ _ _ _ _ __
more complicated Mexican dances
ry
.
.
where a blending of the Spanish The followmg artists are repre"zapateado," interpreted in hua- s?nted in the exh.ibit at the UniverBy T. M. Pearce
rachesorbarefeet,andindianprim- s1ty of New Mexico:
1
itive patterns result in such dance Tonita Penn (Quah Ah}, Cochita
Folklore has an important place is a time to find what we are,
in the defense program of a na- through the stories we like to te!l
forms as the "jarabes," "jaranas," Pueblo: "Corn Dance.''
t
d
·
th
•
"
.
through ofour
superstt"
"huapangos, presen e m e pro· Wade Hadley, NavaJo: Wild t'1on. Th
. e f olk t ra d't'
I 1on s of Czecho • and
tions,hear,
our prodigies
appetite
and
gram. Far more complicated than Horses at the Lake.' '
Slovakm, Norway, Denmark and achievement, our absurdities, and
the New Mexican dance, so also are Tony :Martinez, San Ildcfonso Greece arc a deep and lasting our faith.
they more redundant in tradition Pueblo: "Buffalo Dance.''
Some people patronize folklore
and legend. "Los Vietjitos" (the Narcisco Abeyta (Ha-so·de) Na- thing. They will outlast Hitler and
.old men's dance} though of reli· vajo: "Navajo Farewell.''
his mechanized barbarians. Folk- as the lowest order of literature,
•
in something for the country store and
gious origin is also profoun d m
Ben Quintana (Ha-a-tee) Cochiti lore
th h is rtthe f learning imbedded
d ·t .
humour and deeply imbued with Pueblo: "Deer Dancer,'' "Zuni e ea s o . pe.op1e, an 1 IS more the cracker barrel and the s~ittoon,
man's ever-present hope of eternal the Horses out of the Cornfield.''
a. part of ~he•r hves tha~ the educa. but not the classroom, or hterary
th
"L
Chilena
"
a
wedd1
'
ng
Q
·
T
h
"'
v
·
•
"A
you •
a
,
umcy
a oma, na O.JO.
ft1ond acqmred
tal b3• the
th' mmd.
f If the
1 salon. But like •the Msupper at
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dance fused from Chilian origin, Hunter and Mountain."
un amen sy~pa. •es 0 a peop e Colonel Seller's which ark .Twam
Percy Tsisete (Ka-sah} Zuni are decent,, falr-m•~ded( and fra- say~ "~vas not ~urnptuous m the
with its accompanying music is a
lesson in subdued gayety. The Pueblo· "Deer Dancear" "Zuni ternal, nat~onal sohdanty and a begmmng, but Improved on ac"jarabe" Michoacano-"Uy tara la Dancer:• '
'
will to surv~ve are .assured, •
quaint;ance,'' folklore, on acquni~tla"-a dance practiced to honor im- Ignacio Moquino (Wake-yeni;
I have J_ust fimshed readmg J. ance, IS the ~ood earth from w!ncb
portant personages in Mexican vii- dewa), Sia Pueblo: "The Tired I Fran~, Dobie'~ book "'l'he. Long- all the best.hteraturc.grows. L1terlage life carries a staccato rhythm Hunter."
! h~rns. Here 1s a book so .1mbued ~t~re that 1s racy With characterand simplicity of movement that Ignatus Palmer, Mescalero Apa- 1w1th lov? of the Texas plams and Jst•c speech, that ~reates a Sa~cho
makes a very satisfying and corn· che, "Wild Animals."
. Ithe hard1h?od 1 endurance, and cou:· Panza, a Huck Fmn,. a Babb1t, a
plete form.
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Eva Mirabal (Fah-ha-wa), Taos prosperity or advers1ty, the a~ec- to 1t.
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rangement of "Jesusita" and a
Spanish "jota" are on the program. Pueblo: "After 1\fass," "Inside of a dot~s and ,nam~s and even the proThe conferenc.e on. Folk Litera·
House"
famty wh1ch f1ts them, urc not to ture of New Mexico will be held on
Qui~cy Tahoma, Navajo: "Four be dispossessed by something alien, May 2, from ten to twelve o'clock
Deer."
harsh and sinister.
in the Fine Arts Building. There
Alphonso Roybal (Awa Tsireh),
New Mexico has an unrivaled will follow a luncheon at La Placito.
San Ildefonso Pueblo: "'l'he Giant treasury of legend, reminisce11cc1 and this, too, will be open to the
of the Black Mesa and Koshare.''
yarn, and a contemporary :matrix in public. There will be speakers and
j Two paintings by Ben Quintana which literature lives. Something music. Students, faculty, and visitthe Cochiti boy who won the Amer- recorded as literature is just the in- ora to the Fine Arts Festival are
lean Youth Forum contest lust year dicator of the way people are. This invited to attend.
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In an election that was more a formality than anything
else, 'l'rudelle Do_wner, Kappa Kappa Gamma, was named student body president by recently-elected members of next year's
"petticoat" Student Council, .Sara Morehead, Alpha Delta PI,
was selected student body secretary.
As members of the J:evived Greek party which placed five
of the nine members on the council, Misses Downer and Morehead had little opposition in winning office. The vote was six
to three in both elections, indicating that one Independent coun-

cil member 1\id !19~ vote for .his party's canqidatell-David 'council, Miss Downer said that she wo11ld follow, us far 11s
Simms 11nd Ann Light.
possible, her party platform. She stated that special emphasis
Miss ;Downer is the only coed to cop the most important would be put on increasing student interest and. suppol't of
student position in recent history. The council membership Pan Americanism, expanding the intramural athletic program,
itself Is composed of seven coe(!s and two men,
and upholding and increasing the power and scope of duties
'l'he new president stated that she would not appoint the of the Student Senate, She also said that she would work t()·
student manager until next Wednesday, when the new council ward a complete solidarity o£ the new council membership, and points of the student .constitution when they begin meeting
is alated to begin a pedod of instructorship under the supeJ;Yi- would attempt to provide m9re financial support to the Uni· with the old council, Inaugurated last year under Albel.'t
slon of the old body, She stated that she was delaying so that versity band and game room facilities in the Student Union Simms' direction, this training period has proved successful
in preparing new council members for their i~port1mt jobs,
she could give more thought to the qualifications of the various \luilding,
The weekly quizzes are expected to Include pl'Oblems on
candidates mentioned for the post, Campus politicians, how·
A note of sportsmanship was brought into the brief elecstudent finances, new constitutional amendments and powers
ever, today were of the opinion that Cy Fairless, Greek. choice, tion as Duvid Simms nominated Miss Downer.
was a cinch to get the job,
Cy Perkins, present student body president, announced thi.a of the council. Tentati.ve plans call for lectures on student
As a forecast of the program to be followed py next year's week that the new council members would be quizzed on the government to the new council by prominent administrative
officials and faculty members,

Appointment of Student Manager
Postponed Until Next Wednesday

'Gran Baile, Will Climax
Three Day FestivaJ of
Arts, Crafts on Campus
Trip to Coronado
Thespians Plan
Monument Planned .Wilde Play
For Saturday
Sophisticated Comedy
Conferences on Folklore,
History Are Scheduled

Begins Next Week

Alpha Chi Omega, Kappa
Sigs High Among Greeks

r,.

T H E INDIAN ART EXHIBIT
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Folklore and Nationa Soli arity

Comptroller Plans
$688,660 Budget
Music Students Have
uEvening of Opera"
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